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“My name is Alice, but-” “It’s a stupid name enough!” 

Humpty Dumpty interrupted impatiently. “What does it 

mean?” “Must a name mean something?” Alice asked 

doubtfully. “Of course it must,” Humpty Dumpty said with a 

laugh: “my name means the shape I am -and a good 

handsome shape it is, too. With a name like your, you might 

be any shape, almost.”.........

....“I shouldn’t know you again if we did meet,” Humpty 

Dumpty replied in a discontented tone...“You’re so exactly 

like other people.” “The face is what one goes by, generally,” 

Alice remarked in a thoughtful tone. “That’s just what I 

complain of,” said Humpty Dumpty. “Your face is the same 

as everybody has -the two eyes, so - ” (marking their places 

in the air with his thumb) “nose in the middle, mouth under. 

It’s always the same. Now if you had the two eyes on the 

same side of the nose, for instance -or the mouth at the top- 

that would be some help.”

-Lewis Carroll, Thorough The Looking Glass



ABSTRACT

In this thesis, Position Emission Tomography (PET) was used to investigate how the 

human brain identifies the faces and proper names of famous people. The first 

experiment illustrated that identifying known individuals from either their faces or 

their proper names, activated a widespread neural system in the left hemisphere 

extending from the anterior temporal to the posterior temporo-parietal regions. To 

investigate the specificity of these responses for famous people, two further PET 

studies were performed in which famous faces were compared to other categories of 

objects (animals, man-made objects, body parts, maps and colours) presented as 

pictures and famous proper names were compared to names of common objects. Both 

studies revealed that a specific region in the left anterior temporal lobe was more 

active for famous faces and proper names than for objects, suggesting a segregation of 

the neural substrates necessary for retrieving semantic attributes about known people. 

Alternatively, the preferential response of the anterior temporal cortex for famous 

people could be explained by greater demands on semantic retrieval processes when 

the semantic attributes of a stimulus are unique but the visual features are shared by 

many other members of the same category. To test this hypothesis, the brain response 

to famous buildings and landmarks was investigated since they are linked, like 

famous faces, to unique semantic information. Indeed, the anterior temporal lobe was 

activated by famous buildings as well as famous faces.

These studies on normal subjects therefore suggested that the anterior temporal lobe is 

implicated in retrieval of specific semantic information about unique items. However, 

in normal language processing, identification and naming occur together highly 

automatically and it is difficult to disentangle them. A patient with a severe deficit in



naming (anomia) famous faces was therefore studied. The patient was able to access 

semantic but not lexical information and showed a normal anterior temporal cortex 

response.

Taken together, the results of both normal and patient studies suggest that the left 

anterior temporal cortex is involved in: i) Retrieving specific semantic information 

about known people regardless of the modality of presentation of the stimuli, i.e. both 

from faces and proper names; ii) Identification of other categories of unique items, 

such as famous buildings and landmarks; and iii) Identification more than naming.
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CHAPTER I: BACKGROUND TO THE NEURAL ANATOMY OF FACE AND

PROPER NAME PROCESSING

I. INTRODUCTION

The ability to recognize and distinguish one person from another is a fundamental 

skill necessary for everyday social interactions. It is usually dependent on the face or 

proper name but sometimes the person’s voice, posture, or other contextual clues can 

help.

The human brain is incredibly efficient at processing faces. We are able to 

discriminate thousands of them, to memorise hundreds and to identify, with or 

without naming them, almost as many (Meadows, 1974). We are even able to 

remember the face of a person that we have seen only once, and to recognize a 

familiar face that we have not seen for long, despite the effect of time on its 

appearance. This skill is even more striking if we think that faces are generally 

visually very similar to each other and their appearance does not usually tell us 

anything about the characteristic of the person. For instance, although pop stars might 

generally look different from politicians, the shape of a person’s nose or eyes cannot 

tell us whether he is an actor or a politician.

Together with its identity, there is a great deal of other useful information that can be 

extracted from a face. It can tell us about the mood, the emotions and the intentions of 

the person we are encountering, providing an essential guide for social interactions. 

The amazing efficiency with which the brain meets these tasks has intrigued 

researchers for decades (see Young and Ellis, 1989, for review), and the issue of
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whether the human brain has developed a cognitive and neural system dedicated to 

recognising people has been a matter of animated debate.

In contrast to our excellent face recognition skills, putting a name to a face is far more 

difficult. Indeed, two decades of psychological research have highlighted that even 

normal subjects find proper names very difficult to learn and retrieve compared with 

objects names, and patients with focal brain damage can show a selective deficit in 

producing proper names. While experimental psychology has greatly contributed to 

the understanding of the cognitive mechanisms underlying our difficulty with proper 

names, the functional anatomy of proper name retrieval has not received much 

attention.

In this thesis, I report the results of five functional neuroimaging experiments that 

aimed to increase understanding of the neural basis of face and proper name 

processing. In particular, I concentrated on studying the neural correlates of the 

cognitive system that allows us to retrieve correct semantic and lexical information in 

response to a known face or proper name.

This work was inspired, and based upon, previous evidence from multiple fields of 

research. In this introductory chapter, I provide an overview of the most relevant 

issues. The main focus will be on neuropsychological and fimctional neuroimaging 

studies. However, I also briefly describe the most accepted cognitive model of face 

and name processing, which has provided an invaluable framework for the 

interpretation of patient and neuroimaging data. The chapter is therefore divided into 

six more sections. Section II describes the cognitive model of face and proper name 

processing. Sections III and IV report the neuropsychological syndromes and discuss
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the issue of specificity at the cognitive level. Sections V and VI describe the available 

evidence regarding the functional anatomy of person-specific information and explore 

the issue of specificity at the neural level. Finally, Section VII highlights the 

outstanding issues and provides the aim and outline of this thesis.

As suggested by Bruce and Young (1986), I shall use the term “face recognition” as a 

general term referring to all the different aspects of face processing. The process of 

retrieving person-specific semantic information is instead called “face identification”.

Q
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II. THE COGNITIVE MODEL; A REFERENCE TO INTERPRET 

COGNITIVE DEFICITS AND REGIONAL FUNCTIONAL ACTIVATIONS

In the early 1980s a number of information-processing models of face recognition 

were published. However, the Bruce and Young model, published in its complete 

version in 1986 has been the most influential one. In the next Sections the original 

model will be described (Il.a.) together with its subsequent modification to encompass 

proper names (Il.b.).

II.a The Bruce and Young Information Processing Model

Mainly based on psychological studies of normal subjects, the model also 

accommodates the reported neuropsychological dissociations. It encompasses a 

multistage organization where different types of information can be extracted in 

parallel (see Figure I.l). For instance, retrieval of the individual identity of a face 

proceeds independently from “expression analysis”, “facial speech analysis” and 

“directed visual processing”.

The processing pathway of interest for the work described in this thesis is the 

identification route, which allows access to person-specific semantic information, and 

culminates in retrieval of the person’s proper name. This pathway comprises four 

serial stages, which occur strictly sequentially.
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Figure I.l The Bruce and Young (1986) Cognitive Model of Face Processing
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The first stage, common to all routes, is called “Structural Encoding” and comprises 

the perceptual operations needed to visually distinguish one face from another. It 

provides a set of descriptions of a presented face, which include viewer-centred 

descriptions as well as more abstract descriptions of the global configuration and 

single features. The second stage allows recognition of a face as familiar. This process 

requires matching the encoded structural representation of a seen face, with a stored 

structural code. This processes occurs at the “Face Recognition Unit” (FRU) level. 

Each Face Recognition Unit contains stored structural representations of one of the 

faces known to a person. The function of the Face Recognition Unit is to signal the 

overlap between the perceptual input and the stored information. In the original 

formulation of the model, the ability to feel a sense of familiarity when exposed to a 

familiar face is based on the degree to which a Face Recognition Unit is activated.

An active Face Recognition Unit is then able to pass information to the Person 

Identity Node (PIN) corresponding to that person (Hay and Young, 1982). Identity- 

specific semantic codes represent any information known about an individual except 

their name. For instance, it would include their occupation, where they live, to whom 

they are married, personality traits, etc. The basis level of activation of a Face 

Recognition Unit can be raised (primed) “top-down” from the Person Identity Nodes 

when we are expecting to see a particular person, or “bottom-up” when that face has 

been recently seen (primed by recent view). In the original formulation of the model, 

the Person Identity Nodes were considered to store identity-specific semantic 

information, but their role has been revised in subsequent versions of the model 

(Burton et al, 1990; Valentine et al, 1991). Current views define them as nodes of
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convergence for familiarity information related to facial, as well as non-facial (e.g. 

gait, handwriting) attributes of a known person. The convergence allows subsequent 

access to person-specific semantic information.

Once semantic information has been recalled, the person’s proper name can be 

retrieved. As shown in Figure I.l, the model states that proper names are stored 

separately, and that they can only be accessed once the person’s semantic information 

has been recalled. Therefore, retrieval of a person’s name from a face depends on its 

prior identification.

To summarise, after perceptual analysis has occurred (Structural Encoding), a face 

can be recognized as familiar (Face Recognition Unit). It is then possible to access 

person-specific semantic information (through the Person Identity Nodes), and 

subsequently to retrieve the appropriate proper name. The strictly sequential nature of 

the multistage organisation of the identification route is supported by psychological 

studies in normal subjects and by behavioural dissociations in neurological patients. 

For instance, normal studies indicate that a face can look familiar without being 

identified and biographical information can be retrieved without recollection of the 

corresponding name. On the other hand, the opposite dissociation, i.e. remembering a 

person’s name without remembering who he/she is, does not occur (Brennen et al, 

1990; Cohen and Faulkner, 1986; Young et al, 1985). Furthermore, brain-injured 

patients have been reported who are unable to recall proper names, but can retrieve 

semantic information. Conversely, patients who have difficulties in recalling 

biographical information about known people also have difficulty recalling their
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name. The neuropsychological literature will be discussed in detail in the next Section 

(III).

Since 1986 many modifications and refinements have been added to the original 

model (Valentine et ah, 1996). For instance, an interesting approach has been the 

reformulation of the Bruce and Young sequential model as an interactive activation 

and competition approach (Burton et al, 1990). In particular, this type of interactive 

architecture was able to account for differences in the time-course and modality- 

specificity of repetition and semantic priming (Burton et al, 1990) and the 

preservation of covert facial recognition sometimes seen in prosopagnosic patients 

(Burton et al, 1991). However, the fundamental hierarchical structure has remained 

essentially unchanged, and has inspired twenty years of intensive research.

Il.b. The Addition of Proper Names

Valentine and colleagues in 1991, have expanded the Bruce and Young model to 

encompass proper name processing (see Figure 1.2). The model proposes that names 

are a sub-class of words and therefore share some early processing in common with 

word recognition (Input Code). Name Recognition Units (NRUs) are the logical 

equivalent of Face Recognition Units and mediate between the initial input analysis 

and access to identity-specific semantic information about individuals. There is a 

Name Recognition Units for every familiar individual. These representations can be 

viewed as analogous to lexicons (auditory and orthographic), perhaps distributed in 

two levels for proper names, since they are first recognised as words and then as 

proper names. The Name Recognition Unit then allow access to Person Identity
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Nodes and to identity-specific semantic information, which is also accessed by known 

faces. Figure 1.2 provides a simplified version of the model that is used in this thesis.

The stages of encoding and recognition are thought to involve face or name specific 

processing, but identity specific semantics (biographical knowledge) and name 

retrieval are modality independent, and can be accessed by facial, verbal (written or 

heard proper names) and non verbal (voice patterns and gait characteristics) inputs. 

The a-modal organisation of the semantic system involved in person-identification is 

a fundamental feature of the model. It is in accordance with the notion of a unitary, 

modality-independent architecture of the storage of semantic information, which has 

recently been intensively debated. It also predicts that patients should be found, who 

loose the ability to identify known people, regardless of the modality of input. As will 

be discussed in the following Section, this has proven to be the case.
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Figure 1.2 Cognitive Model of Face and Proper Name Identification (adapted from 

Valentine et al., 1991)
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The Bruce and Young framework has provided a very useful reference to interpret 

functional imaging results. For instance, when comparing brain activations obtained 

by performing the same cognitive task on famous and non-famous faces, we would 

primarily expect to activate areas responsible for the retrieval of semantic and lexical 

information.
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III. NEUROPSYCHOLOGICAL SYNDROMES

Evidence for the sequential and distinct nature of the stages involved in face 

identification comes not only from behavioral observations on normal subjects, but 

also from patient studies which indicate that selective deficits can occur at different 

stages of the identification pathway. In this Section, I describe in more detail the three 

main neuropsychological syndromes that have been reported to correspond with 

deficits at three main levels of face and proper name processing: prosopagnosia 

(Ill.a.), loss of knowledge about known people (Ill.b.) and proper name anomia 

(III.c.).

III.a. Prosopagnosia: A Deficit Prior to Accessing Person-specific Semantic 

Information: **I do not know your face, but I know who you are”

The term Prosopagnosia (from the Greek word prosopon, meaning face, was proposed 

by Bodamer (1947) to refer to the inability shown by brain-damaged patients to 

recognise familiar faces. The deficit is strictly confined to faces and patients are able 

to identify known individuals by means of their voice, posture or other non-facial cues 

(e.g. a scar, hair style, or a particular item of clothing). Sometimes patients complain 

of seeing faces distorted or in a dim light, but they never fail to recognise that they are 

looking at a face. Therefore, their deficit is not recognising the general appearance of 

a face, but identifying which particular face it is. In the most severe cases, patients 

caimot recognise their closest relatives or even their own face when looking at 

themselves in the mirror. In milder cases, the impairment may be limited to famous 

people or friends, especially when they are encountered in an unusual context.
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The Italian ophthalmologist Antonio Quaglino reported the earliest mention of the 

deficit (Quaglino, 1867). His patient suffered from left hemianopia, achromatopsia, 

and an inability to recognise familiar faces following a cerebro-vascular accident. The 

patient’s preserved ability to read words printed in very small type convinced the 

author that elementary visual deficits played no primary role in the patient’s 

impairment. Although Quaglino recognised the cerebral origin of the disorder, the 

impact of his paper on the scientific community was practically nil and Prosopagnosia 

had to wait until almost a century (Bodamer, 1947) to be identified as a distinct type 

of agnosia. Since the 1940s, more than a hundred case reports of prosopagnosia have 

been published (Bomstein and Kidron, 1959; Bomstein et al, 1969; Damasio, 1985; 

Davidoff, 1988; De Renzi, 1986; Dumont et al, 1981; Landis et al, 1986b; Levine, 

1978; Meadows, 1974; Pevzner et al, 1962; Rendot and Tzavaras, 1969; Whiteley 

and Warrington, 1977). The increased interest in prosopagnosia may partly relate to 

its implication on the organisation of the visual recognition and memory systems 

(Damasio et al, 1990). Indeed, if one accepts that the prosopagnosia is really 

confined only to faces (see Section V), it is the most striking example of a domain (or 

category)-specific neuropsychological deficit, suggesting a categorical organisation 

not only at the cognitive, but also at the neural level.

Prosopagnosia is not a unitary syndrome, and its different manifestations need to be 

considered. The most useful classification depends on the functional level at which 

the face identification system is disrupted. A preliminary broad distinction, similar to 

that originally proposed by Lissauer in 1890 for object agnosia (recently translated, 

Lissauer and Jackson, 2000) is between apperceptive and associative prosopagnosia 

(De Renzi et al, 1991). The term “apperceptive agnosia” identifies patients whose
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impairment occurs at the stage where the physical characteristics of the stimulus are 

processed and integrated in a structured percept. On the other hand, in “associative” 

agnosia, patients are thought to be able to form a fully specified structured description 

of the stimulus, but fail to retrieve its semantic attributes. In the case of face stimuli, 

this dichotomous classification can be further fractionated, based on the cognitive 

model, and deficits have been described at each level of the identification pathway.

In the next Sections, I will describe the clinical features of the apperceptive (II.a.i.) 

and associative (II.a.ii.) type of prosopagnosia. Furthermore, a developmental form of 

the deficit will also be reported (Il.a.iii.).

Ill.a.i. Apperceptive Prosopagnosia

When a deficit in identifying familiar faces is clearly accompanied by a more general 

deficit of visual perception, than prosopagnosia is obviously caused, at least in part, 

by the perceptual impairment. Severe apperceptive object agnosia is indeed always 

accompanied by face agnosia. However, in many cases of prosopagnosia, the 

perceptual deficit seems to be more subtle, and involves only tasks that require 

demanding perceptual analysis of unfamiliar faces. An example of such tests is the 

Benton Face Recognition Test (Benton and Van Allen, 1969) that requires matching 

to sample of one or more exemplars of an unknown face seen from different 

perspectives or under different lighting. At the cognitive level, the impairment would 

reside at the stage of structural encoding where the perceptual analysis of faces 

occurs. Therefore, a prosopagnosic patient would be defined as being of the 

apperceptive type if, together with a difficulty with familiar faces, he also shows an 

impaired performance in tasks involving unfamiliar faces. However, the perceptual
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origin of the disturbance has been debated and a relative independence of the process 

of analysing unfamiliar and familiar faces has been suggested. For example, poor 

performance on perceptual tests is not sufficient to determine prosopagnosia In fact, 

right brain-damaged patients can show extremely poor performance on tests involving 

matching and recalling unfamiliar faces from immediate memory, and still have no 

sign of defective identification of known faces.

Ill.aJi. Associative Prosopagnosia

The finding that some prosopagnosic patients show normal performance in perceptual 

tests on unfamiliar faces alerted investigators of the occurrence of distinct types of 

agnosia for faces, i.e. “associative” prosopagnosia. At the cognitive level, the deficit 

must reside at a stage subsequent to the structural encoding level, since perceptual 

functions seem to be intact. However, since person-specific semantic information is 

not lost and can be accessed by other non-facial inputs, the impairment must be either 

at the level of the Face Recognition Units, when a sense of familiarity is also lost, or 

between the Face Recognition Units and the semantic storage, in the rare cases when 

the ability to make familiarity decisions is preserved. Therefore, the defining 

characteristic of associative prosopagnosia is that the perceptual analysis of faces 

needs to be spared. However, the existence of such patients has been challenged, and 

the issue of the existence of the associative type of prosopagnosia has been a matter of 

debate. Some authors have pointed out methodological confounds concerning patient 

studies, and have suggested that perceptual abilities are never intact in prosopagnosia 

(Davidoff, 1988; Farah, 1990; Farah et al, 1995b). They claim that, if adequately 

tested, patients always show an abnormal performance in tests tapping unfamiliar face
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processing. For instance, a normal score can be obtained in matching different views 

of unfamiliar faces, but lower reaction times compared to normal subjects, suggests 

the use of a different strategy.

In summary, even if the strictly dichotomous classification of prosopagnosia has been 

challenged (De Renzi and Lucchelli, 1993; Humphreys and Riddoch, 1987a), and is 

now thought to be of more descriptive than theoretical manner, the introduction of the 

“apperceptive” and “associative” terms has been useful in highlighting that 

prosopagnosia is not a unitary symptom.

The Case of Developmental Prosopagnosia

Developmental Prosopagnosia is a rare disorder characterized by defective 

recognition of familiar faces, in the absence of an established neurological disease or 

brain lesion. Only five cases have been described in the literature, AB (De Haan and 

Campbell, 1991; McConachie, 1976), Dr S (Temple, 1992), YT (Bentin et al, 1999), 

BC (Duchaine, 2000) and EP (Nunn et al, 2001), and their pattern of deficits and 

abilities in processing unfamiliar and familiar faces mirrors the spectrum seen in the 

acquired disorder, confirming that prosopagnosia is not a unitary symptom. According 

to the Bruce and Young (1986) model, EP, RB and YT all appear to have a deficit at 

the Structural Encoding level. They could match previously seen faces with new faces 

on the Warrington Recognition Memory Test (Warrington, 1984) but their deficit in 

matching different views of unfamiliar faces on the Benton Facial Recognition Test 

(Benton and Van Allen, 1969) suggests defective perceptual analysis of faces 

although, patients EP and YT were able to determine the gender, age and emotional 

status of a person. In contrast, patient BC, described by Duchaine (2000) showed a
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slightly different pattern of impairment. He performed normally on the conventional 

test involving unfamiliar faces, but nevertheless demonstrated a deficit in a test 

constructed by the authors, which involved recognition of novel views of unfamiliar 

faces. In this case, the perceptual deficit is subtler than the one described in the 

patients above, and reveals that BC is unable to achieve face constancy with novel 

views of unfamiliar faces. His deficit could still rely at the “Structural Encoding” 

stage, as BC was slow on matching unfamiliar faces, but could also depend on 

defective matching of novel views of faces with previously derived representations, at 

the level of the Face Recognition Units.

Christine Temple (1992) also described a more “associative” type of Developmental 

Prosopagnosia. Her patient (Dr S) showed apparent normal ability to perceptually 

analyse unfamiliar faces, as measured by the Benton test, and to recognise identical 

views of novel faces, as measured by the Warrington recognition test. Furthermore, 

she scored normally in the Mooney Faces, a test of configurational processing. Dr 

Temple interpreted Dr S’ deficit as either an integration failure at the level of the 

“Face Recognition Units”, or an inability to access person-specific semantic 

information. However, Dr S’s prosopagnosia was not her only deficit and, as often 

described in acquired cases, she also suffered from topographical disorientation, being 

unable to navigate on known spatial environments.

In summary, prosopagnosia is a deficit in identification of familiar (and famous) faces 

in the presence of intact person-specific semantic information The extent to which the 

agnosia for faces is caused, or simply accompanied, by a perceptual deficit can vary 

across patients. However, in all cases the deficit is prior to accessing biographical
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information about known people, since prosopagnosic patients are able to identify 

known people from their voice, name and other non-facial cues.
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Ill.b. Loss of Knowledge about Known People: a Deficit of the Level of the 

Storage of Semantic Information: * I do not know who you are"

In the Bruce and Young model, the Structural Encoding and Face Recognition Units 

levels are thought to be modality-dependent and specific to faces. This explains why 

prosopagnosic patients can identify a person from other means, such; as voices. On 

the other hand, the level of storage of semantic information about known people 

(person-specific semantics) is thought to be a-modal and accessible from any input 

modality. A few patients have been described who show a selective deficit in 

identification of known people regardless of the input modality, i.e. from both faces 

and names. In these cases, the deficiency appears to lie at the level of person-specific 

semantic processing (Ellis et al, 1989; Evans et al, 1995; Hanley et al, 1989; 

Hodges and Graham, 1998; Kitchener and Hodges, 1999). Furthermore, a progressive 

transition from a pure impairment of familiar face recognition to a loss of knowledge 

of every other type of information about people has also been described in cases with 

progressive degenerative diseases (Gentileschi et al, 1999). Moreover, patients with 

‘selective retrograde semantic amnesia’, who have a deficient semantic, but not 

episodic memory, often show a disproportionate difficulty with recalling information 

about famous people compared to other categories of objects (De Renzi et al, 1987; 

Kroll et al, 1997). Kartsounis and Shallice in 1996 described a more complicated 

case of a patient who had a difficulty identifying historically famous people and well- 

known world and London landmarks but only from the visual modality. The authors 

interpreted the deficit as a modality specific semantic memory loss for unique objects. 

This report therefore challenges the idea that semantic storage is a-modal, i.e. not 

segregated according to modality.
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III.c. Proper Name Anomia. A Deficit at the Post-semantic Level of Processing: 

“I know who you are but I cannot remember you name"

Once a face has been correctly identified, the correspondent proper name can usually 

be retrieved. However, even normal subjects find proper names more difficult to 

recall than common object names, and patients have also been described who lose the 

ability to name known people in response to the face or to a verbal definition (Proper 

name anomia). From the date of the original report from Semenza and Zettin (1988) 

several cases of proper anomia have been reported (Fadda et al, 1998; Fukatsu et al, 

1999; Hanley and Kay, 1998; Lucchelli and de Renzi, 1992; Lucchelli et al, 1997; 

Papagno and Capitani, 1998; Saetti et al, 1999; Semenza, 1997). The deficit seems to 

reside at the post-semantic level of processing, because patients are able to retrieve 

correct biographical information about the person they cannot name. Furthermore, 

patients are able to access semantic information when confronted with the proper 

name of a famous person. Therefore, the functional lesion must lie at the access to 

intact phonological representations from an intact semantic memory. More precisely, 

within models of lexical access, such as the one proposed by Levelt (1989), proper 

name anomia is thought to result from damage at the level of the component, called 

“lemma”, that provides an interface between the conceptual/semantic system and the 

phonological representation (the “lexeme”) of a single word (see Valentine et al, 

1996 for review). While in some cases the deficit is restricted to people’s proper 

names, it can also extend to other kinds of proper names, such as geographical and 

landmark’s names. Proper name anomia usually occurs in the context of normal 

speech production, and the dissociation between severe impairment in proper name 

retrieval is striking compared to perfect performance in common name production.
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The opposite dissociation, spared written production of proper names, has also been 

reported (Cipolotti et al, 1993; Semenza and Sgaramella, 1993), and proper name 

comprehension can be preserved even when common-name comprehension is 

severely impared (McNeil and Warrington, 1993; NcNeil et al, 1994; Warrington and 

McCarthy, 1983).

Ill.d. Summary of Neuropsychological Findings

Taken together, patient studies have been thought to support the foliov^ng: a) the 

multistage sequential organisation of the face identification system, comprising a 

modality-specific perceptual analysis and a modality-independent semantic and 

lexical system; and b) the possibility of a categorical organisation of the perceptual, 

semantic and lexical systems involved in the identification process. This last point has 

been greatly debated because, as will be discussed in detail in the next Section (IV), in 

some patients the person-specific deficit extends to other specific categories of 

objects, suggesting the existence of a process-specific, rather than category-specific 

organisation.
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IV. THE ISSUE OF FACE SPECIFICITY AT THE COGNITIVE LEVEL

The issue of face specificity is of great theoretical importance and has been discussed 

since the earliest reports of prosopagnosia. For instance, Bodamer (1947) conceived 

prosopagnosia as the disruption of a primary ability, already present in the early 

months of life and destined to play a crucial role in the development of social skills. 

This view has been followed by many authors and has been labelled as the “domain” 

or “category” specific account. However, the notion that patients have lost a primary 

ability to process person-related information has been repeatedly challenged. In 

general, the opponent view claims that a more general cognitive dysfunction is 

responsible for the apparently selective deficits. Therefore, if patients are thoroughly 

tested, a concomitant deficit in processing other categories of objects is always 

present. Bruce and Young (1986) clearly state that the purpose of their paper was not 

to discuss the issue of specificity. They acknowledge that their model shares much in 

common with contemporary accounts of object recognition, such as those of Nelson 

and colleagues (Nelson et al, 1977), Marr (1982), and Seymour (1979). However, 

they also state that neuropsychological data “clearly suggests that there are at least 

some face-specific components”.

In this Section, I discuss the neuropsychological evidence that has inspired both 

domain- and process- specific accounts at three levels of processing: Section IV.a. 

discusses prosopagnosia and Section IV.b. considers loss of knowledge about known 

people and proper name anomia at the lexical level of processing. Finally, in Section

IV.c., I briefly discuss how the different accounts of face and person-specific deficits 

relate to more general theories of semantic organisation.
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IV.a. Prosopagnosia and the Perceptual Analysis of Faces

In some described cases of prosopagnosia, the impairment appeared to be so strictly 

selective for faces (De Renzi, 1986; De Renzi et al, 1991; Farah et al, 1995b; 

McNeil and Warrington, 1993; Sergent and Signoret, 1992b), that the existence of 

dedicated cognitive modules seemed possible. In others, prosopagnosia extended to 

impaired recognition of specific objects that, like faces, have many visually similar 

neighbours, such as breeds of dog, type of flowers or cars (Damasio et al, 1982; 

Damasio et al, 1990; Lhermitte and Pillon, 1975), mammals of similar shape 

(Lhermitte and Pillon, 1975) and buildings and landmarks (Landis et al, 1986a; 

Pallis, 1955). These studies suggest that underlying prosopagnosia is a more general 

disorder in identifying an exemplar within a category composed of visually similar 

items: faces are more difficult than other categories of object because they are 

complex stimuli, which require the discrimination of one specific item within a 

visually ambiguous category (Damasio et al, 1990; Lhermitte and Pillon, 1975). Yet, 

some prosopagnosic patients have been shown to be able to select specific instances 

of objects among multiple alternatives (De Renzi, 1986; De Renzi et al, 1991; Farah 

et al, 1995b; Sergent and Signoret, 1992a, b). In particular. De Renzi (1986) 

described a prosopagnosic patient who was able to select his personal belongings (his 

own wallet, electric razor, necktie, glasses, etc.) from an array of objects of the same 

class.

Another important aspect in which faces are different from other categories of objects 

is that we probably look and discriminate between faces more than any other class of 

stimuli. Therefore, we are all face experts. Behavioural studies have indicated that 

expertise is an important factor that can influence visual recognition performance, and
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some authors have suggested that apparent face-specific deficits depend on a more 

general malfunction in processing stimuli for which we have developed visual 

expertise (Diamond and Carey, 1986; Rhodes and McLean, 1990). They propose that 

both face recognition and expert exemplar discrimination involve computing the 

distinctive features of the presently seen exemplar compared to the average of the 

category. In accordance with this view, an ornithologist has been described who could 

no longer discriminate birds of different species (Bomstein, 1963), and farmers have 

been reported who become unable to identify their ovm cows (Assal et al, 1984; 

Bomstein et al, 1969). However, a profoundly prosopagnosic patient has been 

described who showed an excellent ability to discriminate between different models 

of the same make of cars, a category for which he had previously gained visual 

expertise (Sergent and Signoret, 1992b).

Another hypothesis, proposed by Farah (1990; Farah, 1991), is that face recognition 

differs from object and word recognition because the former is mostly based on the 

global stmcture of the stimulus, without any need for detailed parsing of intemal 

features. In fact, accuracy at discriminating individual face parts in a face (such as the 

nose) is higher when the entire face is presented than when the parts are presented in 

isolation, whereas the same “holistic” advantage is not found for parts of houses or 

inverted faces (Tanaka and Farah, 1993). This hypothesis is also supported by the 

demonstration of the face “inversion effect “(Yin, 1969). Tuming a picture of a face 

upside-down makes it markedly more difficult to identify the pictured individual 

(Rhodes et al, 1993; Valentine, 1988). This damaging effect of stimulus inversion is 

much greater for faces than for other type of objects, and this discrepancy has often 

been cited as evidence that face perception is mediated by a specialized system that
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operates according to rules that differ from those of object perception (Rhodes et al, 

1993). Patients with prosopagnosia, on the other hand, show little or no performance 

decrement for inverted faces, suggesting that inverted faces may be processed more 

like objects in these individuals (Farah et al, 1995a).

In summary, cases of prosopagnosia in which the deficit appeared confined to faces 

have been taken as evidence for an innate, domain-specific cognitive system 

dedicated to face perception. On the other hand, concurrent impairments on certain 

other categories of stimuli, together with some effects observed in normal subjects, 

suggests that faces are not subserved by a dedicated system, but rely more heavily on 

processes that are shared with other types of object: within category discrimination, 

visual expertise and global rather than feature-based recognition.

IV.b. Loss of Person-specific Semantics and Proper Name Anomia: the Semantic 

and Lexical Levels

At the semantic and lexical levels, a similar argument applies. Patients with deficits in 

retrieving person’ specific information, can either demonstrate a very specific deficit 

for people (Hanley et al, 1989) and peoples’ proper names (Lucchelli and de Renzi, 

1992; McKenna and Warrington, 1980), or show concurrent difficulties with other 

objects that, in addition to being part of a perceptually homogeneous category, also 

have unique semantic and lexical associations. These stimuli are referred to as 

“semantically unique items”. For example, a patient might be able to recognise a 

stimulus as a dog, but be unable to identify it as “ Lassie”, the collie that starred in the 

popular TV series (Ellis et al, 1989). Other examples of semantically unique items
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include famous buildings and landmarks. These stimuli have often been reported as 

impaired not only in prosopagnosia (see Section Il.a.), but also in patients with person 

specific deficits at the semantic (Ellis et al, 1989; Kartsounis and Shallice, 1996; 

McCarthy et al, 1996) and lexical (Semenza and Zettin, 1988, 1989) levels. Such co

occurring deficits are not consistent with the existence of person specific modules, but 

do support the hypothesis that specific deficits can arise from the different demands 

that faces and proper names place on the object and word processing systems. First, 

they need to be distinguished from other perceptually similar category members. Then 

they need to be linked to unique semantic and lexical features (see next Section).

IV.c. How Theories about Face Processing Compare to Theories about Object 

Processing

The argument regarding the specificity of person-specific semantic information 

resembles the animated discussion that has followed the description of patients with 

category-specific semantic deficit for objects items that are either living (including 

animals, fruits and vegetables) (Basso et al, 1988; De Renzi and Lucchelli, 1994; 

Farah et al, 1991; Hillis and Caramazza, 1991; Pietrini et al, 1988; Sartori and Job, 

1988; Silveri and Gainotti, 1988; Tranel et al, 1997; Warrington and Shallice, 1984) 

or non-living (such as tools and household objects) (Sacchett and Humphreys, 1992; 

Tippett et al, 1996; Warrington and McCarthy, 1983; Warrington and McCarthy, 

1987). First of all, the possibility that greater “visual complexity” can explain the 

greater vulnerability of living things has been considered by Humphreys and 

colleagues (1988). They have drawn attention to the important differences in the 

mechanism of perceptual processing for the living and non-living categories. Animals
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or vegetables, similarly to faces, have more striking within-category structural 

similarities, and thus are thought to place greater demands on object recognition at a 

pre-semantic “structural description” level. Humphreys and Riddoch, and also other 

authors, (Cloning et al, 1970; Humphreys and Riddoch, 1987b) indeed sustain that 

prosopagnosia represents a mild form of visual agnosia. However, this theory alone 

has difficulty accounting for the opposite type of dissociations that have been 

reported, even if rarely, of patients who have an object agnosia without face agnosia 

(Feinberg et al, 1986; McCarthy and Warrington, 1986; Pillon et al, 1981), and a 

semantic deficit for non-living, but not living objects (Sacchett and Humphreys, 1992; 

Tippett et al, 1996; Warrington and McCarthy, 1983; Warrington and McCarthy, 

1987). A “categorical” view of the organization of the semantic system has also been 

formulated to account for category-specific deficits. This theory, as the one 

formulated in the case of faces, simply states that the information about living and 

non-living items is processed separately because of differing evolutionary values 

(Caramazza and Shelton, 1998; Hart et al, 1985). Alternatively, a “feature-based” 

theory sustains that the apparent categorical organization does not depend on the 

stimuli per se’, but on the type of information that defines them: animals are mainly 

defined by their perceptual (mainly visual) attributes, while man-made objects are 

mostly defined by their functional or associative attributes, such as where and how 

they are used (Warrington, 1984; Warrington and McCarthy, 1987; Warrington and 

Shallice, 1984). In this framework, the identification of famous faces, and eventually 

proper names, would be characterized by the “uniqueness” and “arbitrariness” of the 

biographical attributes that are linked to each face/individual and are not shared by 

other visually similar members of the same category. For instance, in order to identify
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a specific face as the one belonging to Tony Blair, not only do we need to be able to 

discriminate the visual aspects of his face from the ones of other middle aged white 

man, we also need to recall that he is the British prime minister, the leader of the 

British labour party, etc. Not many faces of middle-aged white men share these 

semantic attributes and even fewer share his proper name. Furthermore, this identity- 

specific information bears a largely arbitrary relationship with the physical form of 

the face. In the case of objects, appearance alone would often be sufficient to 

determine membership of many categories (Rosch, 1976; Sperber et al, 1979). For 

instance, it would be possible to discriminate animals from items of furniture even in 

the case of unfamiliar members of each category, whereas reliable discrimination of 

unfamiliar politicians from unfamiliar lawyers could not be achieved on a purely 

visual basis.

In summary, two main interpretations of face specific deficits have been made. One is 

that faces are a very particular kind of stimuli and thus served by a specific dedicated 

cognitive system The other is that faces and objects are processed by a shared system, 

but faces place different demands on the system than objects. At the perceptual level, 

identification of faces requires an exceptionally high level of visual discrimination 

because, as a category, they have numerous visually similar exemplars with which 

humans are experts. In contrast, at the semantic/naming level, faces have unique 

identity, not shared by other visually similar members of the same category.
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V. NEURAL BASIS OF PERSON-SPECIFIC INFORMATION

Two main sources of evidence are available regarding the functional anatomy of the 

different stages involved in face identification: the association of cognitive deficits 

with lesion sites and functional neuroimaging. In this Section, I summarise the 

findings from both neuropsychological (V.a) and functional neuroimaging (V.b) 

studies,

V.a. Lesion-deficit Association in Neuropsychological Patients

Group studies on unselected samples of patients with unilateral brain damage have 

shown that subjects with right hemisphere lesions are selectively impaired at 

processing unfamiliar faces, such as recognising an unfamiliar face from immediate 

memory (Benton and Van Allen, 1969; Carlesimo and Caltagirone, 1995; De Renzi et 

al, 1968; De Renzi and Spinnler, 1966; Warrington and James, 1967) or matching 

photographs of unknown faces (Benton and Van Allen, 1969; Carlesimo and 

Caltagirone, 1995), This suggests an important role for the right hemisphere in 

processing faces irrespective of their familiarity. The lesion site associated with 

prosopagnosia has been a matter of debate. While there is general agreement that 

posterior right hemisphere damage is necessary for the occurrence of prosopagnosia, 

the involvement of the left hemisphere is debated (Damasio et al, 1982; Damasio et 

al, 1990; De Renzi et al, 1994; Meadows, 1974), Prosopagnosia is usually associated 

with bilateral lesions of the ventral occipito-temporal cortex. However, a few well- 

documented cases have been reported follovdng right unilateral lesions (De Renzi et 

al,  1994; Landis et al, 1986b), It has been suggested that a balanced conclusion of 

the latéralisation issue is that, in the majority of human subjects, both occipito-
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temporal areas participate in processing faces, though with a prevalence of the right 

side (De Renzi, 1999).

In the associative forms of agnosia the possibility of a disconnection between the 

visual areas and the semantic/verbal systems has been postulated (Geschwind, 1965). 

More specifically, in the case of associative prosopagnosia, it has been proposed that 

the lesion might interrupt the inferior longitudinal fasciculus, which links the 

perceptual occipito-temporal area with the anterior portions of the temporal lobes 

(Carlesimo et al, 1998; De Renzi, 1999).

The crucial site for loss of biographical knowledge across all modalities seems to be 

the anterior temporal lobe, but the type of pathology available does not clearly 

indicate which hemisphere is more important Of the three cases reported, one was a 

right temporal lobectomy with a long history of epilepsy (Ellis et al, 1989); another 

was a herpes simplex encephalitis (Hanley et al, 1989) which is known to be a 

multisite pathology; the third had no apparent lesion on computerised tomography 

(Kapur et al, 1986). More recently, the involvement of both anterior temporal lobes 

has been implied from patients with neurodegenerative disease, i.e. temporal variant 

of fronto-temporal dementia, or semantic dementia, who have loss of semantic 

memory in particular for familiar people (Kitchener and Hodges, 1999; Mummery et 

al, 1998). Furthermore, patients with left anterior temporal lesions of traumatic or 

infective origin have been reported to lose the ability to recall information about 

known people, together with other aspects of semantic knowledge (De Renzi et al, 

1987; Kroll et al, 1997). Therefore, the crucial lesion seems to be in the anterior 

portions of the temporal lobes. In contrast, the laterality of the lesion site in proper 

name anomia is more consistent Most of the reported patients had extensive left
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hemisphere lesions, involving multiple regions, such as subcortical structures 

(thalamus), or the temporal and parietal lobes (Semenza et al, 1995).

V.b. Functional Imaging Studies

In this Section, I review the currently available functional neuroimaging data 

regarding the perceptual (V.b.i.) and semantic (V.b.ii.) level of face processing. In 

previous imaging studies, the term “famous” consistently refers to faces of well 

known celebrities, while the term “familiar” has been used for faces that were 

previously seen only once during the experimental setting, or to faces belonging to 

friends and acquaintances. In this thesis the term “familiar” will only be used to 

indicate faces of people personally known by the subject, while the term “previously 

seen” refers to faces to which subjects have been previously exposed to but do not 

possess any associated semantic or episodic memory.

V.b.i. Perceptual Processing: Unfamiliar and Newly Learned Faces

Most functional neuroimaging studies have concentrated on the perceptual analysis of 

faces, utilizing unfamiliar stimuli (Chao et al, 1999b; Clark et al, 1996; George et 

al,  1999; Haxby et al, 1994; Kanwisher et al, 1997; Kau’wisher et al, 1999; 

McCarthy et al, 1997; Puce et al, 1995). In both Positron Emission Tomography 

(PET) and functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI), viewing and matching 

unfamiliar faces has consistently evoked an increase of activation in the middle 

portion of the lateral fusiform gyrus, usually bilaterally, but more consistently on the 

right (Ishai et al, 1999). In this region, the activity in relation to faces is greater than 

that evoked by the perception of non-face objects, words and letter strings (Clark et
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al, 1996; Haxby et al, 1994; Kanwisher et al, 1997; Puce et al, 1996). Recently it 

has been labelled as the Fusiform Face Area (FFA) (Kanwisher et al, 1997). 

Furthermore, the FF A has been shown to respond during mental imagery tasks 

involving faces (O'Craven and Kanwisher, 2000), is greatly influenced by attentional 

demands (Wojciulik et al, 1998) and is thought to be involved in analysing the more 

static aspects of face perception, such as feature configuration, which are more useful 

for face identification (Haxby et al, 2000a). However, the FF A is not the only brain 

region that responds to faces. A region in the lateral inferior occipital gyrus, which 

has recently been labelled the Lateral Occipital Complex (LOC), also responds to 

faces (Kanwisher et al, 1997) although activation in this region seems to be related to 

more general analysis of object shape (Kourtzi and Kanwisher, 2000) and may 

provide the input to the fusiform region (Haxby et al, 2000a).

In addition to the fusiform gyrus, other regions have been shown to be involved in 

particular aspects of face processing. For instance, the superior temporal sulcus 

responds during the perception of averted gaze and lip movements (Calvert et al, 

1997; Hoffman and Haxby, 2000), and might be involved in recognition of facial 

movements. On the other hand, the amygdala has repeatedly been activated in 

response to facial expression depicting negative emotions, such as fear and disgust 

(Gomo-Tempini et al, 2001b; Morris et al, 1996; Whalen et al,  1998), and is 

thought to be involved in recognition of emotions from faces.

In summary, the neuropsychological and the neuroimaging data consistently converge 

in indicating a role of the fusiform region in perceptual processing of unfamiliar faces. 

However, two important issues are still debated. First the role of the fusiform gyri in
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stages of the face identification process that follow the perceptual analysis step. In 

particular, it is still not clear whether this region is implicated in recognising a face as 

familiar and/or famous and thus whether fame has an effect on FF A activation. Table 

I.l summarises the results of the studies that investigated the neural systems 

underlying famous and familiar face processing. The few studies that have 

investigated the differential responses to famous or familiar faces in the FFA have 

been confounded by the task and/or attentional demands (Henson et a l , 2000; Kim et 

al, 1999; Leveroni et al, 2000; Sergent et al, 1992; Sergent and Signoret, 1992a). 

For instance. Sergent and colleagues, in their pioneering study published in 1992, 

compared a categorization task on famous faces with a gender decision on unfamiliar 

faces and found that the fusiform gyrus showed greater response to famous faces. 

However, since not only the type of stimuli (famous versus unfamiliar) but also the 

cognitive task (semantic versus perceptual) varied across conditions, it is not possible 

to attribute the activation to the identification process alone. Furthermore, in a recent 

fMRI study, Leveroni and colleagues (2000) found that, when performing a 

familiarity judgment, the fusiform gyrus responded more to famous than newly 

learned faces or unknown faces, and it was also more active for unknown than newly 

learned faces, suggesting a deactivation in the newly learned condition. A second 

issue that is still unclear is whether the FFA activation in response to unfamiliar faces 

is really specific to faces, or also shared by other categories of objects. This issue will 

be discussed in detail in Section VI.
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Table I.l Activation Associated with famous, Familiar and Previously seen Faces

TASK FUSIFORM ANT TEM PORAL LOBE

Famous faces Lateral MTG Temporal pole

Sergent et al. (1992)* Categorisation o f  famous faces - L -37, -60, -12 -52, -9, -9 -36, 9, -27
gender decision on unknown faces R 37, -55,-11

- 37, 20, -32
Kapur et al (1995)* Categorisation o f  famous faces - L - - -

gender decision on unknown faces R

Damasio et a/. (1996)* Naming famous faces -  saying “up” L - -56, -14, -9 -37, 3, -33
or “down” to upright or inverted
unknown faces R - - 37, 3, -33

Leveroni et al (2000)** Familiarity decision on famous - L -52, -15, -12
unknown faces

R - -52, -5, -16 -

Leveroni et al (2000)** Familiarity decision on famous - L -5 1 ,-1 1 ,-1 3
newly learned faces

R 32, -46, -16 52, -6 ,-18 -

Henson et al. (2000)** Viewing famous -  unknown faces L -36, -60, -15 -63, -6, -24
(primed and not primed)

R - - -

Familiar faces

Nakamura et al. (2000)* Familiarity decision on familiar - L
fixation or face discrimination **

R - - 37, 23, -27
Previously seen faces

K im (1999)* Previously seen faces versus gender R Not available - -

decision
L - - -

Leveroni et al (2000)** Familiarity decision on previously L
seen -  unknown faces

R 32, -43 ,-15 - -
♦ PET studies 
**fMRI studies

V.b.ii. Semantic Processing: Familiar and Famous Faces

While a considerable amount of research has focused on the neural basis of unfamiliar 

face processing, the functional anatomy of famous and familiar face identification has 

received little attention. Few functional neuroimaging studies have utilised both PET 

and fMRI to investigate the semantic stage of face processing (Damasio et al, 1996; 

Kapur et al, 1995; Leveroni et al, 2000; Sergent and Signoret, 1992a) and the results
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are not completely convergent As discussed above (Section V.b.i.), the role of the 

fusiform gyrus is still debated. In contrast, consistent with the neuropsychological 

evidence, the anterior temporal lobe has been shown to play an important role. It is 

well known that this region of the brain is difficult to image with the fMRI technique 

because of the presence of susceptibility artefacts. Therefore, the most reliable 

evidence comes from PET studies. Table I.l summarises the currently available data 

from both PET and fMRI experiments. In these studies, famous faces have either been 

compared to other categories of objects, or to unfamiliar faces. Sergent and 

colleagues in 1992 performed the first PET study that investigated the neural basis of 

famous face processing. As reported in the previous section, they compared a 

categorisation task on famous face with gender decision task on unfamiliar faces. This 

comparison activated, not only the fusiform gyri, but also the temporal pole bilaterally 

and the more lateral portion of the left anterior middle temporal gyrus. In the same 

study subjects also performed a categorisation tasks on objects (living, non/living 

judgement). This condition was compared to viewing gratings and activation was 

found in the left anterior middle temporal gyrus, but not in the temporal poles. 

Unfortunately, no direct comparison of the famous face and object conditions was 

performed. A subsequent study by Kapur and colleagues (1995) also compared 

famous to non-famous faces using the same paradigm as Sergent and colleagues 

(1992). However, they did not find activation in the anterior temporal lobe neocortex, 

but instead showed a response in the left hippocampus. Damasio and colleagues 

(1996) contrasted naming famous faces and objects with a task where subjects had to 

respond “up” if unfamiliar faces were presented the correct way up and “down” if 

they were upside dovm: Enhanced activity for famous faces was again found in the
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bilateral temporal poles and the left sided activation extended to the anterior portion 

of the lateral middle temporal gyrus. The authors attributed the response of the right 

anterior temporal lobe to the process of recognizing the identity of the face and the 

left sided activation to a face-dedicated lexical retrieval system. In fact the anterior 

temporal lobe activations were not found for naming tools or animals when compared 

to the same control condition. A more recent PET study compared familiar face 

recognition (fnends and associates) to fixation and, indirectly, to a face direction 

discrimination task on unfamiliar faces. In this case, the activation was lateralised and 

present only in the right anterior temporal pole.

Few fMRI studies have attempted to investigate the brain responses to famous faces. 

Leveroni and co-workers (2000) have performed an interesting study in which they 

compared famous faces, faces seen once before and unknown faces. Using event- 

related analysis, they compared activation obtained from each type of face while 

subjects were performing a familiarity judgment. The anterior lateral middle temporal 

gyrus showed greater activation to famous faces compared to both previously seen 

and unfamiliar faces. Significant activations for famous faces were also found in the 

prefrontal and mesial temporal lobes bilaterally (hippocampus and parahippocampus). 

Another recent fMRI study compared famous and non-famous faces in the context of 

a priming experiment (Henson et al, 2000) where subjects were viewing the two 

types of faces and responded only when seeing an upside down stimulus. While the 

main focus of the study was on investigating the effect of stimulus exposure on the 

fusiform gyrus, the authors also found an effect of fame in the left anterior middle 

temporal gyrus when comparing famous to non-famous faces.
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Therefore, the available functional imaging data suggests a possible role of the 

anterior temporal lobe, bilaterally but mainly on the left, in the identification of 

famous faces. However, when subjects view a famous face, retrieval of semantic and 

lexical (proper name) occurs together automatically, and therefore it is not possible to 

disentangle identification from lexical retrieval process. Furthermore, as it will be 

discussed in the next section, the issue of specificity of this region for information 

about known people is still debated.

In summary, the functional imaging data available to date clearly indicates a role of 

the fusiform gyri in the perceptual analysis of faces and suggests a function of the 

anterior temporal lobe, bilaterally, but most consistently on the left, in the retrieval of 

semantic and/or lexical retrieval process.

No functional imaging study has investigated the neural basis of proper name 

processing.
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VI. THE ISSUE OF SPECIFICITY AT THE NEURAL LEVEL

The debate over the extent to which face and person-specific processing engages 

specific modules, has extended from the neuropsychological into the flmctional 

neuroimaging literature. Again, most evidence relates to the perceptual level of 

processing. The idea that unfamiliar face processing might be subserved by a 

dedicated neural system has its origins not only from behavioural studies, but also 

from the finding of specific neurophysiological responses to face using visual Event 

Related Potentials (ERPs) in humans and single cell recordings in non-human 

primates. I will first briefly summarise the neurophysiological findings (Vl.a.) and 

then discuss the currently available functional neuroimaging evidence (Vl.b.).

Vl.a. Synopsis of Neuropshysiological Findings in Non-human and Human 

Primates

The technique of single cell recording in monkey visual cortex was pioneered by 

Hubei and Wiesel in the late 60's (Hubei and Wiesel, 1968). Among their many 

discoveries, all of which have withstood the test of time, they demonstrated that cells 

in striate cortex (VI) could be selective for the orientation of lines. The notion that 

cortical cells were selective for particular visual stimuli, was the inspiration for a huge 

amount of research aiming at characterising their responses, and mapping their 

locations. Initially, simple stimuli comprising oriented lines and patches of colour 

were used, but as electrodes were pushed further from primary to extrastriate visual 

cortex, it became clear that more and more complex stimuli were required to elicit cell 

responses. It also became apparent that cells with similar properties were grouped 

into individual visual areas. An area was found whose cells were specialised for
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colour (V4), and in contrast, one whose cells responded best to particular directions of 

stimulus motion, regardless of its colour (V5) (Zeki, 1979). Therefore, the concept of 

functional specialisation was demonstrated in the visual system. As the mosaic of 

visual areas grew, the concept of a hierarchy was developed (Desimone et al, 1985). 

VI, and its surrounding areas were thought of as low level processing units, analysing 

the building blocks of vision (orientation, wavelength, stereopsis etc.) while areas 

such as V4 and V5 were intermediary. It was proposed that the hierarchy culminated 

in two regions: the temporal lobe for object vision, and the parietal lobe for spatial 

vision. This was the description of the ‘ventral’ and ‘dorsal’ stream, also called the 

‘what’ and 'where' theory (Ungerleider and Mishkin, 1982).

Therefore, in the monkey’s visual system, the inferior temporal cortex (IT) was placed 

at the highest level of the object vision pathway because cells in this region had been 

found to respond to particular objects and shapes, including body parts. Based on 

cytoarchitectonie criteria and also on the deficits that follow focal lesions, IT has also 

been subdivided into a posterior (TEO) and anterior (TE) portion. The first report of a 

cell selective for faces was made in the early 1970s (Gross et al, 1972). These cells 

attracted little attention at the time and were rare, being found among cells that 

appeared to respond best to more simple stimuli, such as bars of light. However, 

these early studies set the scene for a more concerted effort to find the eventual 

presence of face selectivity in IT, and in 1981 the first fiill description of a face 

selective cell was published (Bruce et al, 1981). A large number of studies have 

since confirmed the existence of cells in temporal cortex of the monkey that appear to 

respond best to the presentation of a face. The anterior portion of IT (TE) has proved 

to be particularly rich in face cells among its population of cells selective for complex
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patterns and objects (Bruce et al, 1981; Desimone et al, 1984; Perrett et al,  1982; 

Yamane et al, 1988; Young and Yamane, 1992). Some of them were sensitive to 

whole faces, other to certain parts of the face (the eyes, mouth, or hair region), others 

to face orientations (ffont-view, profile, etc.). In general, since cells in TE seem to 

code for static aspects of a face stimuli, which are most useful for face identification, 

it has been proposed that its human homologous would be the fusiform gyrus. The 

responses of cells in TE have been thought to be specific to faces, and therefore have 

been taken as evidence to corroborate the "domain" specificity theory. However, 

recent evidence has challenged this view (Gauthier and Logothetis, 2000).

Event-related potentials (ERPs) in humans have also shown the existence of brain 

areas in the human brain that respond selectively to faces. Face-specific potentials 

have been recorded from a discrete region of the occipito-temporal cortex from 

chronically implanted subdural electrodes in epilepsy patients (Allison et al, 1994a; 

Allison et al, 1994b; Allison et al, 1999; Puce et al, 1995). In these patients, faces 

evoke a sharp negative potential with a latency of 200 ms (N200) and a slower and 

broader negative potential with a latency of 690 ms (N700). Furthermore, scalp 

recordings also revealed face-specific negative potentials (N170), which were 

recorded from a relatively circumscribed region at the posterior-inferior aspects of the 

temporal lobes and were bigger at the right than left hemisphere sites (Bentin et al, 

1996). Extensive studies of the stimulus-related characteristics of the N170 

demonstrated that it is not sensitive to familiarity of the face (Bentin et al, 1999), 

suggesting its involvement in earl stages of face perception.
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Taken together, the neurophysiological evidence has supported the existence of 

dedicated neural systems specified for the perceptual analysis of faces.

Vl.b. Functional Neuroimaging Evidence

Most functional neuroimaging studies of face specificity have also mostly focused on 

the perceptual level of processing and used unfamiliar faces that cannot be linked to 

specific semantic or lexical representations. As previously described, viewing and 

matching unfamiliar faces relative to other categories of objects consistently activates 

a region of the FFA usually bilaterally (Kanwisher et al, 1997). For instance, it is 

clear that the fusiform region responds preferentially to faces when compared to 

objects belonging to a combination of other categories, such as manmade objects, 

animals, houses, hands etc. It is also clear that the fusiform area responds significantly 

more to faces than to other specific categories of objects, such as buildings or human 

hands (Kanwisher et al, 1997). However, the response in the FFA is not exclusive to 

faces (Ishai et a l, 1999). For instance, the same area also responds to animals (Chao 

et a l, 1999b), animal faces (Maguire et al, 2001; Tong et a l, 2000) and when 

visually similar objects are categorised at the subordinate level, e.g. when 

distinguishing different types of birds and cars especially when subjects are experts 

(Gauthier et a l, 2000). Interestingly, the category of buildings, that also need a 

subordinate level of perceptual categorisation, activate a more medial region in the 

ventral visual cortex, i.e. the parahippocampus and lingual gyri (Aguirre et a l, 1998; 

Epstein et al, 1999; Ishai et a l, 1999; Kanwisher et al, 1997). These results have 

recently generated an animated debate similar to the discussion that prosopagnosia 

has inspired in the neuropsychological literature for more than twenty years. In brief.
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some authors suggest that the fusiform gyrus represents a neural “module” that has 

specifically evolved to process faces because of their fundamental role in human 

social interactions (Kanwisher, 2000). Others suggest that the ventral temporal cortex 

contains a continuous and overlapping representation of objects that is organized 

according to their visual form (Haxby et a l, 2000b). In this view, the fusiform gyrus 

would not be responsive to faces per se, but to a specific combination of the visual 

features that compose a face. Still other authors state that the fusiform activation is 

not stimulus-specific but process-specific (Gauthier, 2000). In this view, the most 

important determinants of its activation would be the sub-ordinate level of visual 

categorization that we usually perform on faces, and the high level of expertise that 

the human visual system develops for faces.

Recent interesting findings regard the neural correlates of the face inversion effect 

described in Section Ill.a. (Haxby et a l, 1999; Kanwisher et a l, 1998). Given the 

behavioural evidence that the face perception system is not engaged effectively by 

inverted faces, it would be reasonable to predict that the response of the face-specific 

areas would be significantly decreased. However, even if the FFA response did tend 

to decrease when faces were inverted, the effect was significant only when stimuli 

were so degraded that they were no longer recognizable as faces (Kanwisher et a l, 

1998). These results are inconsistent with the behavioural results. They suggest that 

inverted faces do engage the neural systems for face perception and challenge one of 

the most quoted evidence in favour of the “domain” specific account of face 

processing.
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The issue of specificity of the brain regions involved in retrieving person-specific 

semantic information has not been greatly investigated. The anterior temporal lobe 

activations that were elicited by naming famous faces, but not by naming objects in 

the Damasio study (1996), could arise from any level of processing, i.e. perceptual, 

semantic or lexical. However, the same left anterior temporal regions have previously 

been activated during various kinds of semantic tasks, indicating a possible role in 

retrieving semantic features. For instance, anterior temporal lobe responses were 

found when subjects categorise objects (Devlin et a l, 2000) and match words 

according to specific semantic features (Mummery et a l, 1998) or associations 

(Vandenberghe et a l, 1996). Therefore, the activation of the anterior temporal lobe 

does not seem to be completely specific to famous faces. A possible explanation for 

the apparent preferential response of the anterior temporal regions for famous faces 

could depend on the fact that faces, unlike objects, evoke semantic associations that 

are unique, and are not shared by other items of the same category. The process of 

retrieving these semantically unique features could elicit a stronger activation in areas 

normally involved in semantic processing of other types of objects.
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VII. SUMMARY OF ANATOMICAL BASIS OF PERSON-SPECIFIC 

PROCESSING AND AIM OF THE THESIS

In summary, a considerable amount of evidence has demonstrated the involvement of 

the fusiform gyri in early perceptual processing of face recognition. Instead the 

anatomical regions involved in semantic and lexical retrieval process are less 

established. Neuropsychological findings and a few neuroimaging studies have 

indicated a role of the anterior temporal cortex. However, the brain response of this 

region to famous stimuli and the eventual contribution of the fusiform gyri in the 

identification processes are still debated.

In contrast to previous studies, the aim of the research reported in this thesis is to 

investigate the neural basis of face and proper name processing, with a specific 

interest in studying the brain activations elicited by famous stimuli, and their eventual 

modality and category specificity. In fact, while a considerable amount of research 

has concentrated on the neural basis of unfamiliar face processing, only few studies 

have investigated the semantic and lexical stages. Furthermore, no functional 

neuroimaging studies have investigated the neural basis of proper name processing. 

The aim of the experiments was to identify: i) the full network of regions involved in 

famous face processing; ii) the effects specific to fame; and iii) person-specific 

semantic and lexical processing that are independent of input modality.

Experiment 1 (Chapter III) identifies the face processing areas, the effect of fame and 

compares faces with proper names. Experiment 2 (Chapter IV) compares people’s 

proper names with common names of objects. Experiment 3 (Chapter V) compares 

faces with five other categories of object during lexical tasks, and Experiment 4
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(Chapter VI) compares famous and non-famous faces and buildings during a same- 

different matching task. In the final experiment (Experiment 5, Chapter VII), 

functional imaging is combined with neuropsychology in the attempt to segregate 

semantic and lexical processes.
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CHAPTER II - METHODS EMPLOYED FOR PET SCANNING ANALYSIS

This Chapter provides an overview of how PET works and the stages required to 

transform data obtained from the scanner into data from which statistical inferences 

can be made. All the functional scans contributing to the experiments presented in 

this thesis were acquired from the same PET scanner and all the structural data were 

acquired from the same MRI scanner. All data analysis was performed using the same 

procedure as described below.

I. HOW DOES POSITRON EMISSION TOMOGRAPHY WORK?

Positrons are ephemeral subatomic particles that emit gamma radiation on collision 

with electrons. This gamma radiation can be sensed by detectors outside of the head. 

In more detailed terms, positively charged, radioactive particles emerge from the 

nucleus of an atom and lose kinetic energy after travelling just a few millimetres into 

brain tissue. When the particles reach resting state they are attracted to the negative 

charge of electrons. The energy created when these two particles come together 

(called the ‘annihilation event’) creates two very powerful annihilation photons that 

leave the location of this merger in opposite directions.

The PET camera consists of a ring of radiation detectors that circle the subject’s head. 

Each detector is coupled with an opposing detector in order to record an event only 

when both are struck by annihilation photons simultaneously. When the radioactive 

isotope, H2 ^^0 , is injected, radioactive water circulates through the brain in direct

proportion to blood flow. The simultaneous collision events are counted and the 

counts are converted into an image of the blood flow. When blood flow intensifies, so 

does the amount of radiation counts recorded by the PET scanner. H2^^0 has a half-

life of about two minutes: i.e. by the end of two minutes, radioactive decay causes
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one half of the radioactivity to disappear and after 8 minutes there is less than 10% of 

the dose remaining. This rapid decay allows repeated measurements of blood flow to 

be obtained for each individual subject.
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II. DATA ACQUISITION

PET scans were performed on a Siemans/CPS Ecat HR+ (962) head scanner with a 

total field view of 15 cm. A bolus of radiolabelled water (H2^^0) at a concentration

of 55 mBq/ml and a flow rate of 10 ml/min was administered as an intravenous 

cannula. For each scan, approximately 10-15 mCi of H2^^0 in 3 ml of normal saline

was flushed into the subject over 20 seconds, at a rate of 10 ml/minute by an 

automatic pump. After a delay of a 30 second background scan, counts were detected 

in the head which peaked 30-40 seconds later (depending on individual circulation 

time). Data acquisition time lasted 90 seconds and the interval between successive 

H2^^0 administrations was 8 minutes. The integrated radioactivity counts

accumulated over the 90 second acquisition period were corrected for background 

noise and were used as an index of regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF), which 

reliably reflects blood flow in the physiological range (Fox and Mintun, 1989; 

Mazziotta et a l, 1985). Correction for attenuation was made by performing a 

transmission scan with an exposed ^^Ge/^^Ga external source at the beginning of 

each study. Images were reconstructed in 3D by filtered back projection (Hanning 

filter, cut off frequency 0.5Hz), giving a transaxial resolution of 8.5 mm full width at 

half maximum (Spinks et a l, 1992). The reconstructed images contained 128 x 128 

pixels, each 2.05 x 2.05 x 2.00 mm in size.

In addition to the PET scans, subjects also underwent a T1-weighted structural 

magnetic resonance image (MRI) scan (Siemans 2 Tesla Magnetom Vision MRI 

camera, Erlargen, Germany). This was obtained for three reasons: (i) to screen 

subjects with any brain abnormalities, (ii) for coregistration with the PET scans (see 

below) and (iii) to contribute to a group averaged MRI (within each experiment) with 

which to check anatomical locations of activations.
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III. DATA TRANSFORMATION

In order to transform the images obtained from the scanner into data where statistical 

inferences could be made about blood flow involvement, a number of procedures had 

to be employed. These procedures avoid contamination of the data by variables other 

than the ones of interest, such as: (i) interscan movement artifacts (i.e. brain structures 

that vary in location from scan-to-scan) and (ii) intersubject variability artifacts (i.e. 

brain structures that vary in location from person-to-person). The procedures 

employed are discussed below.

All data were analysed with statistical parametric mapping (Frackowiak and Friston, 

1994), using the 97 or the 99 version of the SPM software (Wellcome Department of 

Cognitive Neurology, London, UK: http//www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm) implemented in 

Matlab (Mathworks Inc. Sherbom MA, USA). Four data transformations were 

employed prior to statistical analysis: (a) realignment, (b) coregistration of PET and 

MRI images, (c) spatial normalization and (d) smoothing. Figure II. 1 summarises the 

steps involved in the analysis. Each of these is discussed in turn, below.

Ill.a. Realignment

Realignment was performed on the data obtained to correct for movement related 

variance between scans. The scans from each subject were realigned using the first as 

a reference. The parameters of this transformation were estimated using a ‘least 

squares approach’ (Friston et al., 1995a). This approach assumes that there is an 

approximately linear relationship between the images obtained and their partial 

derivatives, with respect to parameters of the transformation. These estimates are 

used to re-position the images. This procedure produces a mean realigned image of all 

scans, for each subject, as well as realigned images corresponding to each scan.

http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm
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Figure II I The SPM Algorithm. Parameter Estimates are shown for an fMRI Time 

Series.

Realm im ienl S in ootlu n s —► General linear mode

N onnahgation

^  Tem plate

Parameter estim ate

Ill.b. Coregistration of PET and MRI

The mean of the PET realigned scans was used as a template to place each subject’s 

T1-weighted structural MRI into the same space. The images of both PET and MRI 

scans were partitioned into grey matter, white matter, cerebro-spinal fluid and scalp. 

These partitions were then registered together simultaneously.

III.c. Spatial Normalisation

For each subject all realigned PET images and the MRI image were transformed into 

a standard space (Talairach and Toumeaux, 1988). The normalisation procedure 

determines the spatial transformation that minimizes the sum of square difference 

between an image and a linear combination of one or more template images. The 

transformation begins with a 12 parameters (3 translation, 3 rotations, 3 zooms and 3
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shears) affine registration to match the size and position of the image. This is 

followed by a global non-linear warping that matches the overall brain shape. The 

process uses a Bayesian framework to maximize the smoothness of the warps. Affine 

and non-linear spatial transformations are performed in order to match each scan to a 

template image (Montreal Neurological Institute [MNI])(Evans, 1994) conforming to 

the Talairach and Toumoux (1988) standard space (Ashbumer and Friston, 1997; 

Cocosco et a l, 1997; Friston et al, 1995b). When images are stereotactically 

normalized, one voxel in the transformed image represents 2 mm in the x, y and z 

dimensions, using the coordinate system of the Talairach and Toumoux Atlas (1988). 

However, because the MNI brain is bigger (especially in the x direction) than the 

brain used by Talairach and Toumoux, there is no exact anatomical correspondence 

between the coordinates obtained in SPM and the ones reported in the Talairach and 

Toumoux’s Atlas.

Spatial normalization facilitates inter-subject averaging and enables reporting of 

activations as co-ordinates within a known standard space. This group-based 

approach increases: a) the signal relative to that obtained from single subjects; and b) 

the degrees of freedom in the statistical model.

Ill.d. Smoothing

As a final pre-statistical processing step, the images were smoothed using an isotropic 

Gaussian kemel filter of 16 mm. This smoothing reduces the influence of individual 

variations in gyral anatomy and stmcture-function relationships, thereby improving 

the signal-to-noise ratio. Because this stage uses a Gaussian kemel, the data conforms 

more closely to a Gaussian field model, which is important in order to make statistical 

inferences about the data (see below).
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IV. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS AND INFERENCE

As discussed in Section I, above, the distribution of regional cerebral blood flow 

(rCBF) is indexed by the accumulated counts over the scanning period. This reliably 

reflects flow in the physiological range (Fox and Mintun, 1989; Mazziotta et al, 

1985). SPMs are spatially extended statistical processes that are used to characterize 

regionally specific effects in imaging data. Statistical parametric mapping combines 

the general linear model (to create the statistical map, or SPM) and the theory of 

Gaussian fields to make statistical inferences about regional effects (Friston et a l, 

1991; Friston et a l, 1994; Worsley et al, 1992). The general linear model is:

“an equation that relates what one observes, to what one expected to see, by 

expressing the observation (response variable) as a linear combination o f the 

expected components (or explanatory variables) and some residual error ” (Friston, 

1997).

The data were analyzed using a blocked one-way ANCOVA (Friston et a l, 1990). 

The design matrix included global activity as a subject specific confounding 

covariate. Subject and covariate effects were estimated according to the general linear 

model at each voxel (Friston et al, 1995a). To test regionally specific condition 

effects, the estimates were compared using linear contrasts. The resulting set of voxel 

values for each contrast constituted a statistical parametric map of the t statistic 

SPM{t}. The search volume was from z = -48 mm to z = +60 mm (where - is inferior 

to the AC-PC line and + is superior to the AC-PC line). The general linear model 

generates a three dimensional statistical image comprising thousands of correlated t 

statistics. Therefore the probability for finding activations at any voxel needs to be 

corrected for multiple comparisons. SPMs are interpreted statistically with reference 

to the probabilistic behaviour of stationary (i.e. not a function of position) Gaussian
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fields (Adler, 1981). Deviations of SPMs with reference to this field are interpreted as 

being regionally specific and associated with the independent variable manipulated 

experimentally.

Resulting foci are characterised in terms of “spatial extent” and “peak height”. This 

characterization is in terms of the probability that a region of the observed number of 

voxels or the peak height observed could have occurred by chance over the entire 

volume analysed (i.e. a corrected f-value).

Voxel locations are given in co-ordinates that correspond to the stereotactic atlas of 

Talairach and Toumoux (1988) and are reported in the order x (- is left, + is right), y 

(- is posterior to the anterior commissure line, + is anterior to the commissure line), z 

(- is inferior to the intercommissural line, + is superior to the AC-PC line). This order 

of co-ordinates is used for Tables displaying results in this thesis. Brain regions for 

these co-ordinates are always shown on the left column of the table, with 

corresponding Brodmann Areas (BA) where appropriate. Activation co-ordinates are 

shown on the right with Z-scores shown in bold type.

Where graphs of regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF) are shown in this thesis, rCBF 

responses are centred (origin = 0) on the mean global blood flow in the specified 

voxel. A unit of one is equivalent to a 2% blood flow increase and standard error bars 

are shown for each condition. Pictorial representations of activations are shown on 

3D rendered brain images and axial brain slices (using the MNI standard brain or a 

mean image of the subjects’ MRI stmctural scans). These pictures are shown at 

varying thresholds, chosen to best illustrate the findings from the results.
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IV.a. Conjunction and Masking Procedures are Used throughout this Thesis

Conjunction analyses in SPM97 (Price and Friston, 1997) sum over the effects of 

each contrast (main effect) and exclude regions where there is a significant interaction 

between contrasts (P <0.05 uncorrected). Contrasts can be entered in a conjunction 

analysis only if they are orthogonal, i.e. independent. This type of analysis is used to 

identify common activation across contrasts, which are thought to reflect the presence 

of a common Cognitive Component of Interest (CCI) present in each contrast. 

Experiments 1, 2 and 3 utilised this type of conjunction analysis. The implementation 

of conjunctions was revised in SPM99. In this most recent version of the program the 

assumption of orthogonality of the contrasts entered in a conjunction is utilized to 

calculate a joint probability value. In fact, because conjunctions require orthogonal 

contrasts, the probabilities associated with each contrast are independent. Therefore, 

their joint probabilities are simply the product of their individual probabilities. For 

instance, if activation were present at a level of significance of P<0.1 uncorrected in 

three contrasts (A-B, C-D and E-F) one would likely consider the result as non

significant, when considering each contrast individually because of the low 

significance. However, since the activation obtained in the three contrasts is an 

independent measure, the likelihood of all three activations being false positives is: 

P(A-B) * P(C-D) * P(E-F) = 0.1 * 0.1 * 0.1 = 0.001. While the SPM99 version of the 

conjunction analysis does not exclude the presence of an interaction between 

contrasts, it does assure, at a certain level of significance, activation is present in each 

of the considered contrasts.
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The masking option (called inclusive masking in SPM99) ensures that voxels are only 

present in the statistical map if they are also significantly active in each of the 

contrasts specified as a mask.

The methods outlined in this Chapter are applicable to all of the experiments 

presented in this thesis. The experiment-specific linear contrasts formulated are 

described in the Method Sections for each Experiment.
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V. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGNS

The neuroimaging studies discussed in the introduction were presented according to 

their relevance to particular psychological processes. A common thread running 

through all of the studies is that in order to make inferences about brain activation, 

cognitive components of interest need to be isolated from cognitive components of no 

interest (CCNs). Attempts to do this are becoming increasingly refined as the 

problematic features of experimental designs are brought to light. This Section briefly 

describes how experimental designs can limit or optimise the results of neuroimaging 

experiments. Discussed below are: (i) subtraction designs and (ii) factorial designs.

V.a. Simple Subtraction

At its simplest, functional neuroimaging investigates the processes required to 

perform a given task by directly comparing a task of interest to a task of no interest. 

The assumption of such subtraction designs is that the task of interest shares all 

cognitive processes with the task of no interest bar one: the CCI. Subtraction designs 

can also be hierarchical in nature; for example. Task 1 contains all processes except 

the cognitive components of interest in Task 2, and Task 2 contains all processes 

except the cognitive components of interest in Task 3.

Although subtraction designs are widely used in the neuroimaging community, two 

main assumptions of cognitive subtraction approaches are not always sufficiently 

met. These assumptions are: (i) pure insertion and (ii) stronger activation from 

explicit task demands. The problems that challenge the success of these two 

assumptions are discussed below (Friston et a l, 1996; Jennings et al, 1998; Price and 

Friston, 1997; Price et a l, 1997a; Sergent and Signoret, 1992a; Sternberg, 1969).
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V.a.i. Pure Insertion

One of the assumptions of cognitive subtraction is that a cognitive component of 

interest can be added without affecting on pre-existing components. In other words, 

activations associated with a cognitive component of interest will only reflect this 

additional component and not any change of activation relating to the components 

shared by activation and baseline tasks. Pure insertion therefore assumes that there 

are no interactions between the added components of interest and the components of 

no interest. However, the addition of an extra cognitive component does not 

necessarily leave the previous components unaffected. For instance, processing 

related to an added cognitive components of interest may feedback to one or more of 

the shared components required at earlier stages of processing, altering their overall 

input to a task. This would result in differences between activation and baseline tasks 

that not only reflect the added cognitive component of interest but also the altered 

component of no interest. Section V.a., below, shows how factorial designs can test 

the validity of pure insertion.

V.a.ii. Stronger Activation from Explicit Task Demands

Another assumption of cognitive subtraction is that an activation task specifically 

requiring the employment of a cognitive component of interest will result in stronger 

activation in associated brain regions than a baseline task that does not require the 

employment of the CCI. However, both behavioural and neuroimaging results show 

that a cognitive components of interest can be employed even when it is not necessary 

for the successful completion of a task (see Chapter III). For example, areas 

associated with language processing are implicitly activated even when subjects are 

instructed to perform a non-linguistic task that requires them to decide whether a 

word contains an ascending letter (Brunswick et al, 1999; Buechel et a l, 1998; Price 

et al, 1996b). The selection of baseline tasks that are uncontaminated by non
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essential cognitive processing is therefore a great deal more difficult than may first 

have been envisioned.

V.c. Factorial Designs

Factorial designs require two or more factors containing different levels that are 

matched (for examples see Experiment 1, Chapter III; Experiment 2, Chapter IV; 

Experiments 3, Chapter V; and Experiment 4, Chapter VI). The advantage of factorial 

designs is that they can investigate main effects and interaction terms. Main effects 

identify regions where there is more activity associated with the sum of the tasks of 

interest compared to the sum of the tasks of no interest. Interactions identify regions 

where there is an effect of one factor that is specific to the presence or absence of the 

other factor.

In the present thesis all experiments, except for Experiment 5, were designed as 

factorial designs. For instance, Experiment 1 is 2 X 2 factorial and the two levels are 

category (faces and proper names) and type of stimuli (famous and non-famous). A 

control condition for faces and names was also considered. Conjunction analysis 

could then be used to identify effects common to each factor, faces or names relative 

to their respective controls. Furthermore, analysis of the interaction term could be 

used to identify regions specifically activated for one specific condition relative to all 

the others, such as famous faces.
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CHAPTER III- THE NEURAL SUBSTRATES OF FACE AND PROPER NAME 

PROCESSING: THE EFFECTS OF FAME AND MODALITY OF INPUT

I. INTRODUCTION

As described in Chapter 1, most functional neuroimaging experiments of face 

processing have concentrated on the perceptual analysis of unfamiliar faces and on its 

difference relative to other categories of objects (Grady, 1996; Haxby et a l, 1994; 

Puce et a l, 1996; Sergent and Signoret, 1992a), On the other hand, few studies have 

investigated the neural substrates of famous face processing (Damasio et a l, 1996; 

Henson et a l, 2000; Kapur et a l, 1995; Leveroni et a l, 2000; Sergent and Signoret, 

1992a) and the results are not convergent The anterior temporal lobe bilaterally 

seems to be the structure more often activated (Sergent et al, 1992; Damasio et al, 

1996, Leveroni et al 2000). However, the fusiform gyri (Sergent et a l, 1992; Henson 

et al, 2000; Leveroni et al 2000) and the hippocampus (Kapur et a l, 1995; Leveroni 

et al 2000) bave also been involved. A possible source of confound in these studies 

is that different cognitive tasks have been utilised on famous and non-famous faces. 

For instance, in the Sergent and colleagues’ (1992) study, a “profession” 

categorisation task on famous faces was compared to a gender decision on non- 

famous faces. When different cognitive tasks are performed on different kinds of 

stimuli, it becomes difficult to attribute activations to the cognitive process of interest 

or to task-related processes. Therefore, the brain regions specifically involved in 

identification of famous faces are still not clear.

Furthermore, no functional imaging study has investigated the neural correlates of 

famous and non-famous proper names. This information is of crucial importance for
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the understanding of the neural basis of person-specific information. In fact, the 

cognitive model described in Chapter 1, states that, after different modality-specific 

pre-semantic processing, famous faces and proper names access a common semantic 

system. If this is the case, then brain regions commonly activated by famous faces and 

proper names relative to their non-famous counterparts should be those involved is 

semantic processing of person-specific semantic information.

I.a. Aims of Experiment 1

This Chapter reports a PET Experiment that investigated brain responses to famous 

and non-famous faces and proper names in order to address two issues. First, what are 

the neural systems involved in face and proper name processing? Second, is there a 

shared neural system underlying the semantic storage of biographical information 

irrespective of whether it is accessed from faces and proper names, or are there face- 

and name-specific semantic regions? The experiment (Experiment 1) utilised an 

implicit identification task (same-different judgment of visually presented pairs of 

stimuli), which could be kept constant across conditions in order to avoid the possible 

confound of differential task demands.
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II. METHODS

II.a.Task

The study comprised six experimental conditions, two involving faces (famous and 

non-famous), two involving names (famous and non-famous), and two control 

conditions (scrambled faces to control for pictorial stimuli and consonant letter strings 

to control for words). Figure III.l provides examples of the stimuli. Subjects decided 

whether two stimuli, displayed simultaneously as pairs, were the same or different 

Since this task was common to all conditions (faces, words and controls), it is less 

likely to account for activation differences observed from contrasting different 

stimulus types and more likely to reflect implicit face and name processing. Implicit 

processing designs, of which this study is an example, are becoming increasingly 

popular because one can control for attentional set (Price et a l, 1996b) in a better way 

than when activation and baseline tasks are different.
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Figure III.l Examples of the Faces and Proper Name Stimuli

NFF

different same

MICHAEL
CAME

SEAN
CONNERY

STEVE
DAVIS

KEVIN
SWANN

MARK
SHARP

BKVNL
KNSWQ

BPR
LGVDRB

BKVNL
KNSWQ

NFN
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Il.b. Stimuli

Six types of stimuli were used: famous and non-famous faces, famous and non- 

famous proper names, scrambled faces and consonant letter strings (Figure III.l).

Faces

The 56 famous faces (FF) used in Experiment 1 were selected from a pool of 200 

black and white photographs of celebrities. The selection was determined by a 

behavioural study conducted on 20 normal male subjects (age range 18-33). They 

were shown each face on a computer screen for five seconds and had to name the 

person. Only those faces that at least 19 subjects named within the five seconds were 

included in the pool of stimuli used in the PET study (the names are listed in 

Appendix A). All of the famous faces were of celebrities belonging to different 

categories of professions and currently very well known. Each face was framed to 

eliminate differences in the picture background with a black oval mask The framed 

faces were then grouped into pairs, so that each stimulus was composed of two faces 

displayed one next to the other on a black background. To ensure attention to the 

stimuli, the two faces in the “different pairs” were made as similar as possible by 

matching for age, sex and general appearance, whilst the two faces in the “same pairs” 

differed in contrast and brightness to reduce the immediate similarity (see Figure

III.l) The same procedure was followed for non-famous faces (NFF). These faces 

belonged to unknown individuals and were matched for apparent age and sex with the 

famous stimuli.

The control stimuli were made by “scrambling” the visual features of faces (famous 

and non-famous), whilst maintaining a constant spatial frequency power density 

spectrum by manipulating only the phases of each spatial frequency in the image. The 

phases of each lower frequency component, starting from the lowest frequency, was 

swapped with the phase of a corresponding higher frequency component, starting with
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the highest A pattern was obtained that was no longer recognisable as a face. The 

scrambled faces were also framed and paired in the same way as the corresponding 

faces pairs (see Figure III.l).

Proper Names

The famous names (FN) condition presented the complete names corresponding to the 

famous faces. Subjects did not see the same faces and names during the experiment, 

but the conditions were counterbalanced so that each celebrity was seen, either as a 

name or as a face, by all subjects.

The non-famous names (NFN) were obtained by mixing the first names and surnames 

of celebrities. However, in cases of particularly unique surnames such as 

“Schwarzenegger” a more common surname was selected from the Central London 

Phonebook (more then fifty entities listed) with the same number of syllables as the 

original name. This was to prevent subjects from associating the NFN with a celebrity 

because of any familiarity induced by a name. The names were then paired matching 

for the number of letters (no more than four letters difference in either name) and for 

the initial letter of the name.

Consonant letter strings (CS) were obtained by substituting vowels in the names with 

consonants and scrambling them so that the original names were no longer 

recognizable (ten pair were the same as in the proper names. Names and CS were 

displayed, as in the face conditions, in the oval frame on a black screen (see Figure

III.l). Names were written in capital letters and the first name and surname were 

arranged on two lines.
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II.c. Procedure

Each of the six conditions was repeated twice making a total of twelve scans but all 

the stimuli were novel with no repetition. Each pair (9.4 by 13.6 cm) was presented in 

the centre of a Macintosh computer screen at the distance of 40 cm from the subject, 

thereby creating a visual angle of 37.6 degrees. In each of the twelve scans, the task 

lasted one minute starting ten seconds before data acquisition. Stimuli were presented 

at a rate of one pair every five seconds, with one second of inter-stimulus interval, so 

that ten pairs were seen in each scan. Of the ten pairs, four were different and six were 

the same. The instructions to the subjects were to decide whether the two stimuli 

(faces, names, scrambled faces and consonant strings) displayed were same or 

different. The response was a key-press response: right button for ‘same’ and left 

button for ‘different’ pairs. Reaction times and accuracy of performance were 

recorded. Before each scan subjects were told which kinds of stimuli they were going 

to see. This was to reduce false recognition in the non-famous conditions. The order 

of presentation of pairs was randomised and the conditions were counterbalanced 

within and between subjects. After the scanning session subjects were questioned 

about the strategy they had used to perform the task and whether they had recognized 

and mentally named the famous faces. The subjects’ responses verified our 

assumption that recognition and, in most cases naming, is obligatory for very familiar 

faces even when not required by the task.

Il.d. Subjects

Six male subjects (age range 21-38 ) took part in the Experiment (age range 19-28). 

They were all right handed and native English speakers. All subjects were healthy, on
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no medication and free from any history of neurological or psychiatric illness. The 

study was approved by the local hospital ethics committee and the Administration of 

Radioactive Substances Advisory Committee (UK) (ARSAC).

H e. Data Analysis and Linear Contrasts

The data were pre-processed and statistically analysed using SPM97, as described in 

Chapter II. A level of significance of P<0.001 uncorrected was accepted. The aim of 

the contrasts was to identify regions that were commonly and differentially activated 

by famous and non-famous faces and proper names.

There were 6 types of contrast for Experiment 1. These are described below. 

Categorical subtraction is indicated by minus signs (-) within brackets, interactions 

are indicated by minus signs between brackets and conjunctions are indicated by plus 

signs (+) between brackets. The conjunction analysis in SPM 97 (Price and Friston, 

1997) reveals areas where there is a significant main effect of two contrasts after the 

interactions (significant at P<0.05) have been excluded. This is equivalent to 

identifying areas that are equally active in two contrasts. FF refers to Famous Faces, 

FN to Famous Names, NFF to Non-Famous Faces, NFN to Non-famous Names, SF to 

Scrambled Faces, CS to Consonant Strings.

Contrast la: Conjunction analysis indicating areas common for face conditions

compared to the respective name conditions: [FF- FN] + [NFF - NFN]

Contrast lb: Conjunction analysis indicating areas common for name conditions 

compared to the respective face conditions [FN - FF] + [NFN - NFF].

Contrast 2a: Main effect of faces relative to Scrambled faces [Faces- SF]
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Contrast 2b: Main effect of names relative to Consonant Strings [Names -CS]

Contrast 3: Main effect of all stimuli relative to controls FF +NFF+FN+NFN - 2SF

- 2CS, masked by each contrast at P<0.01 uncorrected.

Contrast 4: Conjunction analysis showing areas for famous versus non-famous for

both faces and names: [FF - NFF] + [FN - NFN]

Contrast 5: Interaction between modality and type of stimulus indicating areas more

active for FF: [FF-NFF] - [FN - NFN]

Contrast 6: Interaction between modality and type of stimulus indicating areas more 

active for FN: [FN - NFN] - [FF-NFF]

Significant interactions (contrasts 5 and 6) were analysed conventionally by reporting 

the simple main effects in activated areas, see Tables for details.

Activations are reported when they reached significance at P<0.001 uncorrected for 

multiple comparisons. This level of significance was the gold standard at the time the 

experiment was carried out and published (Gomo-Tempini et a l, 1998). Although an 

uncorrected level of significance may result in false positive, the reproducibility of the 

main results across experiments proves that this is not the case.
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III. RESULTS

The results of the behavioural and imaging data are described separately.

Ill.a. Behavioural Data

Post-scanning questioning of the subjects confirmed that they were familiar with at 

least one of the two celebrities in each famous pairs. Subjects also reported that they 

spontaneously named most of the famous faces. Furthermore they stated that in the 

control condition for names, i.e. consonant letter strings, they performed the task by 

checking the strings letter by letter. The accuracy of performance was close to 100% 

for all conditions. Subjects gave a key press response during scanning sessions and 

reaction times (RT) were recorded. I tested for differences between RT in the four 

experimental conditions (famous and non-famous; faces and names), using a one way 

ANOVA. No significant effect was found (Table III.l). When the same analysis was 

performed on all six conditions, i.e. including the controls (scrambled faces and 

consonant letter strings), a significant effect was found (p < 0.0001). A post-hoc 

Scheffe's test showed that each control condition had significantly longer RTs 

compared to each experimental condition (p <0.001). For consonant strings only, a 

significant difference was found between same and different pairs (p<0.001). The 

longer responses to the same pairs indicates that subjects were checking the strings 

letter by letter, stopping only when a difference was found.
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Table III.l Reaction Times data

Task Mean reaction times

All Pairs Same pairs Different pairs
SF

NFF

FF

CS

NFN

FN

1742 ±673 
1454 ±613 
1399 ±768 
2290 ± 980 
1375 ±331 
1372 ±373

1887 ±677 
1394 ±645 
1360 ±879 
2537± 1003 
1393 ±322 
1343 ±382

1485 ±599 
1548 ±554 
1458 ±563 
1003 ±821 
1346 ±347 
1415 ±599

Values are mean ± STD (ms).

Ill.b. Imaging Data

The results of Experiment 1 are divided in two Sections. In the first Section (Ill.b.i.) I 

identify areas that are specific to face or proper name processing by comparing the 

two face conditions (famous and non-famous) directly with the corresponding name 

conditions. In the second Section (Ill.b.ii.) I identify areas that are activated by all 

four conditions above controls and within these regions, I outline the modulations due 

to different contributions from famous and non-famous stimuli for faces or names.

All Figures are superimposed on axial slices or 3D rendering of the Montreal 

Neurological Institute (MNI) standard brain and thresholded at P<0.001 uncorrected.

Ill.b.i. Areas Specific to Face and Name Processing

Faces versus names (Table III.2; Figure III.2). When famous or non-famous faces 

were directly contrasted to the corresponding name conditions (contrast la), there was 

widespread activation across the striate and extrastriate cortices and this was more
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extensive in the right hemisphere. Of these regions only bilateral fusiform (BA 

19/37/20) and right lingual gyrus (BA 18) were more active than in the scrambled 

face (contrast 2a) condition. The face specific activation in the fusiform gyri extended 

from the posterior occipital region (y=-78/76) into the temporal cortices (y=-54/56) 

and was more marked in the right hemisphere spreading laterally from the lingual to 

the fusiform gyrus. The focus of the activation in the right lingual gyrus was confined 

to the occipital lobe.

Table III.2 Faces versus Names (areas also activated versus controls)

Area (BA)________conjunction__________ FF vs FN_______ NFF vs NFN_____

R lingual (18) 18,-74,-8 (7.0)* 16,-74,-8 (5.1)* 18,-74, -8 (6.0)*
18,-56,-2 (4.1) 16,-60,-2 (2.8) 18,-56,-2 (3.1)

R fusiform 46,-78,-18 (7.1)* 46,-78,-18 (5.2)* 44,-74,-18 (6.2)*
(19/37/20) 44,-54,-22 (6.4)* 44,-54,-22 (3.4) 44,-54,-22 (6.1)*

L fusiform -34,-70,-10 (4.1) -36,-76,-10 (3.1) -30,-70, -12
(19/37) -36,-56,-14 (3.9) -36,-56,-14 (2.9) -32,-58,-12 (3.0)

* Effects that reached a corrected level o f significance (P<0.05)

Figure III.2 Areas Activated by Faces versus Names Regardless of Fame.

%

Z = -16 Z = -18
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Names versus faces (Table III.3; Figure III.3). When famous or non-famous names 

were directly contrasted with the corresponding faces conditions (contrast lb), a large 

area of activation in the left hemisphere was observed spreading from the superior 

temporal gyrus to the angular and supramarginal gyri. However, when the contrast 

was confined to regions activated by names relative to controls (contrast 2b), only two 

foci remained significantly active: one in the superior temporal sulcus (BA 22) and 

the other in the posterior middle temporal gyrus, at the temporo-parietal junction at a 

Z axis level o f+8 (BA 21/37).

Table III 3 Names versus Faces (areas also activated relative to corresponding 

controls)

Area (BA)_______ conjunction_________ FN vs FF___________ NFN vs NFF

L posterior -52,-58,8  (4.8)* -58,-56,4  (4.3) -62 ,-58 ,8  (3.8)
middle temporal -58,-52,16 (3.9) -52,-50,14 (2.4) -60,-52,18 (3.3)
(21 /37)

L sup temp -58,-8 ,-2  (3.8) -54 ,-10 ,0  (2.5) -62,-2,-2 (4.0)
sulcus (22) -58 ,-24 ,0  (3.0) -46,-34,12 (3.0) -56 ,-32 ,6  (4.3)

* Effect that reached a corrected level o f significance (P<0.05)

Figure III.3 Areas Activated by Names versus Faces Regardless of Fame.

f
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Ill.b.ii. Areas Common for Faces and Proper Names

Famous and non-famous versus controls (Figure III.4). The main effect of all types 

of stimuli (contrast 3), irrespective of modality, relative to controls revealed an 

extensive area of activation that goes from the temporo-parietal junction (BA 39) to 

the anterior temporal region on the left hemisphere (BA 21/38) and the temporal pole 

on the right hemisphere (BA 38). Areas on the medial surface of the parietal (BA 

23/31) and frontal lobes (BA 10/11/12) were also activated.

In many of these areas there were interactions between modality and fame. I therefore 

distinguish between areas common to all face and name conditions (contrast 3 masked 

with each single contrast), areas more active for famous than non-famous stimuli 

(contrast 4) and areas specific for famous faces or names (contrasts 5, 6).

Figure III.4 Areas Activated for all Face and Name Conditions versus Controls

z= -26

Areas common to all conditions relative to controls (Table III.4; Figure III.5;). Areas 

that were significantly and equally activated by all four experimental conditions 

relative to controls (contrast 3 inclusively masked) were observed in the more medial 

portions of the temporal poles bilaterally (BA38), the medial frontal lobe (BA 10/12)
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and in the medial parietal cortex (precuneus) spreading to the posterior cingulate 

cortex (BA 23/31).

Table III.4 Areas of Activity common to all four Conditions versus Controls

Area (BA) FF vs controls NFF vs controls FN vs control NFN vs controls

R and L 28, 6,-24 (3.6)
inferior anterior -40,6,-26 (3.6)
temporal (38)

Medial frontal -4,44,-14 (4.5)
lobe (10/12) -2, 60, 4 (4.4)

Precuneus/ -2,-62,30 (4.2)
Posterior -8,-56,14 (3.4)
cingulate
(23/31)

28, 6,-22 (4.4) 
-40,6,-26 (3.4)

-4,44,-14 (3.0) 
4 ,6 4 ,4  (3.1)

24 ,4 ,-26  (3.1) 
-42,-2,-24 (3.6)

-2 ,44,-14 (3.5) 
-2, 56, 6 (3.5)

-16,-56,30 (3.2) -16,-62,30 (3.4)

24 ,6 ,-28  (3.9) 
-40,-2,-24 (3.4)

2, 48, -6 
8, 60, 0

(3.3)
(4.1)

-14,-56,30 (3.5) 
-14,-46,36 (4.2)

Figure III.5 Areas Equally Activated by All Stimuli versus Controls

z= -26

Famous versus non-famous common for faces and names (Table III.5; Figure III.6)

a) Common for faces and names. When famous faces or names were directly 

contrasted to the corresponding non-famous conditions (contrast 4), activation was 

observed in the anterior part of the left middle temporal gyrus (BA 21) and the left
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temporo-parietal junction (BA 39). These areas have previously been associated with 

semantic processing (Price et ai, 1997b; Vandenberghe et al, 1996). In addition there 

were two foci of activation in the medial parietal lobe and the medial frontal lobe (BA 

11/12). These regions were also identified in the contrast of all conditions relative to 

controls (see above), but activation was more extensive for the famous stimuli.

Table III.5 Areas Activated for Famous versus Non-Famous stimuli, Common to 

Faces and Names (conjunction), and Simple Main Effects relative to Controls

Area (BA) conjunction FF-controls NFF-controls FN-controls NFN-controls

L m iddle 
temporal (21)

M edial frontal 
(9 /10 /11 )

Precuneus
(7 /31)

-54 ,-8 ,-2 6  (3.5) 
-62 ,-20 ,-18  (3.4)

-54 ,-8 ,-2 6  (4 .1)  
-6 4 ,-1 2 ,-1 8 (4 .4 )

-5 8 ,-1 2 ,-2 2 (1 .7 )
-6 4 ,-1 2 ,-1 8 (2 .2 )

-5 4 ,-1 0 ,-2 4  (3 .3 )  
-6 4 ,-1 2 ,-1 8 (3 .2 )

-5 6 ,-1 0 ,-2 0 (2 .4 )
-6 0 ,-1 0 ,-1 4 (2 .5 )

L angular(39) -5 4 ,-5 6 ,3 0  (3 .6 ) -5 0 ,-5 8 ,3 0  (3 .3 ) Not significant -4 8 ,-6 2 ,3 2  (4 .2 ) -5 0 ,-6 4 ,2 6  (3 .6)

-1 4 ,4 6 ,-1 6 (3 .5 )  
-6 ,5 4 ,2 2  (3.2)

-10 ,4 8 ,-1 2  (3 .9) 
-10 ,46 ,28  (3.7)

-4 ,-66 ,36  (3 .1 ) 0 ,-6 4 ,3 6  (3 .7)

-10 ,4 8 ,-1 4  (1 .7)  
8 ,5 6 ,2 0  (2 .7)

-1 2 ,4 6 ,-1 4  (3 .3)  
0 ,5 4 ,2 2  (3 .5)

0 ,-60 ,32  (2 .1 ) -1 6 ,-6 2 ,3 0  (3 .4)

-1 6 ,4 8 ,-1 2 (2 .5 )
- 6 ,5 4 ,1 8  (2 .1 )

-1 4 ,-5 6 ,3 0  (3 .5 ) 
-1 4 ,-4 6 ,3 6  (4 .2)

Figure III.6 Areas Activated by Famous versus Non-Famous Faces and Names

z= -26
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b) Specific to famous faces (Figure III.7; Table III.6). The interaction (contrast 5) 

between modality (faces and names) and type of stimulus (famous and non-famous) 

revealed an area in the left lateral anterior middle temporal gyrus (BA 21) that was 

more active for famous faces than any other condition.

Table III.5 Areas where Activation is Higher for Famous versus Non-Famous Faces 

than for Famous versus Non-Famous Names

Area (BA) Interaction FF-controls NFFcontroIs FN-controls NFNcontros

L lateral -60 , 2 ,-2 4  (3 .5) - 5 4 ,4 ,  -30  (5 .0 )*  - 5 6 ,4 ,  -28 (1 .7 ) -56 , -2  - 2 2  (2 .2 ) -56 , 0 , -28  (2 .3)

middle

temporal (21)

* Effect that reached a corrected level o f significance (P<0.05)

Figure III.7 Areas more Active for Famous Faces than for any Other Condition

z= -26

There were no areas in which activation was specific to famous names (contrast 6).
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IV. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The Experiment reported in this Chapter makes a contribution to the identification of 

the neural system involved in face, proper name and common name processing. 

Segregation of structural and semantic/biographical processing was achieved by 

contrasting faces and names of famous and non-famous persons to each other and to 

baseline conditions that controlled for the task and components of visual input (spatial 

frequencies). I discuss first the differential activations associated with processing the 

two types of stimuli, irrespective of fame, i.e. face (IV.a.i.) or proper name (IV.a.ii.), 

and then the areas associated with identification of a known person (IV.b.)

IV.a. Areas Specific to Face and Name Processing

IV.a.i. Faces Relative to Proper Names

When faces were compared to proper names regardless of fame, enhanced activity 

was found in bilateral fusiform gyri (particularly in the right) and the right lingual 

gyrus. The same areas were also more active for faces relative to the scrambled face 

condition. These activations could be explained by low-level visual differences 

between the stimuli (i.e. spatial frequencies and luminance). However, many previous 

functional imaging studies have linked the fusiform and lingual gyri with perceptual, 

pre-semantic analysis of faces (Dolan et a l, 1997; Grady, 1996; Haxby et a l, 1994; 

Puce et a l, 1996) even when they were compared with complex visual stimuli such as 

houses (Kanwisher et a l, 1997). Sergent and colleagues (1992) found the fusiform 

gyri to be more active on a semantic categorisation task of familiar faces relative to a 

gender decision on unfamiliar faces and proposed that the right fusiform “performs 

perceptual operations particularly well adapted to the process of facial identity”.
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Henson and colleagues (2000) found differential fusiform effects for famous faces 

when using a passive viewing task. In the present Experiment activation in the 

fusiform gyri were common to both famous and non-famous faces suggesting that 

perceptual analysis is equivalent when subjects perform the same task on both type of 

stimuli. Therefore, it appears that task demands rather than the types of stimuli 

(famous or not famous) are the most important determinants of the face-related 

fusiform activation.

IV.a.ii. Proper Names relative to Faces

When proper names were contrasted to faces, enhanced activity was found in two 

regions in the left temporal cortex, irrespective of the familiarity of the persons: 

posterior middle temporal gyrus and the left superior temporal sulcus. Vandenberghe 

and colleagues (1996) also reported greater activations in the left superior temporal 

sulcus for semantic decisions on words relative to the same decisions on pictures of 

objects. However, neither area is specific to written words but is also activated during 

repetition of real words (Giraud et al, 2000; McCrory et a l, 2000).

IV.b. Activations Common to Faces and Proper Names

In contrast to the modality input differences reported in the previous Section (IV.a), 

both faces and names (famous and non-famous) activated a common system of 

regions relative to their respective controls which included the medial portions of the 

temporal poles bilaterally, two regions on the medial surface of the superior frontal 

cortex and the medial parietal lobe spreading to the posterior cingulate. For famous 

stimuli (both faces and names), the activation in the medial frontal cortex and
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precuneus was more extensive. These regions are involved in a range of cognitive 

tasks including unfamiliar face matching (Grady, 1996), visual imagery (Fletcher et 

al, 1996) and listening to “theory of mind” stories (Fletcher et a l, 1995). Their 

specific role is still uncertain and will be discussed elsewhere. Activation in the 

temporal poles extended posteriorly to the middle temporal gyrus (BA 21) for famous 

relative to non-famous stimuli and more laterally to the anterior temporal cortex for 

famous faces. Another region that specifically responded when semantic information 

was present, (i.e. for famous relative to non-famous faces and proper names), was the 

left temporo-parietal cortex (BA 39). Since these areas responded to both famous 

faces and famous proper names, the cognitive model of face and proper name 

identification indicates a role in retrieving person-specific semantic information. 

Furthermore concurrent activation of the same left extrasylvian temporal regions (BA 

39, 21 and 38) has previously been associated with a variety of semantic tasks 

(Demonet et al, 1992; Demonet et al, 1994; Mummery et a l, 1998; Price et al, 

1997b; Vandenberghe et al, 1996). These findings indicate that retrieving semantic 

information about objects and personal identity involves the same anatomical regions. 

The possibility that these areas are involved in phonology can be discounted because 

phonology is present in all three written name conditions and would therefore not be 

expected to characterise the famous versus non-famous name contrast (or the names 

relative to consonant letter strings contrast because subjects reported naming the 

letters in the baseline condition).

The findings from Experiments 1 are consistent with the presence of differential pre- 

semantic input analysis for faces and names, which then access a distributed semantic
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system in the left anterior and posterior extrasylvian temporal cortex, which can be 

accessed by faces, objects and words. This does not exclude the existence of modality 

and category specific connections within the semantic network or the possibility that 

within the system some areas are differentially involved in specific types of 

processing. The most interesting demonstration of functional segregation in this study 

was in the left lateral anterior middle temporal cortex, which responded more to 

famous faces than to famous peoples’ names.

Experiments 2 (Chapter IV) and 3 (Chapter V) will investigate the issue of category 

specificity of the left anterior temporal activations by comparing written people’s 

proper names with written common names of objects (Experiment 2) and pictures of 

famous faces with picture of five other categories of objects (Experiment 3)
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CHAPTER IV- THE NEURAL SUBSTRATES OF PROPER AND COMMON 

NAME PROCESSING: THE EFFECTS OF CATEGORY ON NAMES

I. INTRODUCTION

As described in Chapter 1, anterior temporal lobe lesions can cause impairment in 

retrieving semantic information regarding known people compared to other categories 

of objects. On the other hand, lesions in various areas of the left hemisphere are 

responsible for a selective deficit in recalling people’s proper names in the presence 

of good identification and relative sparing of common name retrieval, i.e. “proper 

name anomia” (see Semenza et al, 1995 for review). These category-specific effects 

on naming are not limited to patients. Both diary and laboratory studies have also 

found that normal subjects find proper names more difficult to recall than object 

names, especially elderly subjects (Bolla et al, 1991; Burke et a l, 1991; Cohen and 

Faulkner, 1986, 1989; Reason and Lucas, 1984; Sunderland et al, 1986; Young et al, 

1985). Furthermore, when normal volunteers attempt to leam the proper name or the 

occupation name belonging to an unfamiliar face, proper names were found to be 

more difficult to leam, even when the word presented was actually the same. For 

instance, it was easier to recall that a certain face belonged to a baker than to Mr 

Baker (McWeeny et a l, 1987). This effect was later further studied and named the 

“Baker-baker paradox” (Cohen, 1990).

The existence of segregated category specific cognitive and neural processes could 

account for proper name-specific effects in patients and normal studies. However, a 

long tradition of philosophical and psychological studies has suggested that proper
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names are processed in a different way from objects names, and therefore place 

different demands on the semantic and lexical retrieval systems. Mill in 1843 wrote 

“proper names are not connotative: they denote individuals who are called by them; 

but they do not indicate or imply any attributes as belonging to those 

individuals”....”A proper name is but an unmeaning remark”. Along the same line, 

late philosophers (Kripke, 1980; Wittgenstein, 1922) used Frege’s (1892) distinction 

between the two aspects of meaning: ‘sense’ and ‘reference’. They argued that proper 

names just carry ‘reference’, that is, they denote the individuals or the entities that are 

called by them, but have no ‘sense’, i.e. they do not describe any property or imply 

any attribute. In accordance with this view, Semenza and Zettin (1988; 1989) defined 

proper names as “pure referring expressions”. Lucchelli and De Renzi (1992) 

expressed a similar idea: they saw proper names as tags that permit their bearers to be 

identified but tell nothing of the properties of the bearers. This ‘arbitrariness’, 

‘meaninglessness’ or ‘token reference’ may result in a weaker link between proper 

names and their bearers than between common names and their referents. For 

instance, returning to the above reported Baker-baker paradox, imagine that you meet 

somebody for the first time and that you are told that this person is a baker. In this 

case, you can automatically infer a number of properties about that person: he/she 

presumably bakes bread, gets up early, sells cakes, kneads dough and so on. By 

contrast, if you meet somebody under the same conditions and you are told that this 

person is called ‘Mr Baker’, the information that is derivable is less rich and 

informative. At the most, nationality might be inferred (e.g. Baker is an English 

name). Other than that, a proper name usually denotes only one individual (i.e. it is a
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unique token reference) and it is "arbitrary" and "meaningless" in the sense that it 

conveys almost no information about the entity it belongs to.

Neuropsychological evidence seems to corroborate this theory. For instance, Semenza 

and Zettin (1988) showed that a proper name anomic patient could not leam arbitrary 

links between words (such as those that constitute the difficult items in the paired- 

associate learning test of the Wechsler Memory Scale) and could not name the titles 

of well-known pieces of music. Furthermore, Lucchelli and De Renzi’s patient (1992) 

had difficulty in learning arbitrarily paired associates like name-face pairs and 

number-colour pairs in comparison to learning occupation-face pairs and was unable 

to recall previously well known telephone numbers, which have no meaning.

Modem linguistics (Jackendoff, 1983) has defined the uniqueness of proper names 

relative to common names in terms of the binary feature organisation of the 

conceptual system in “types” or ’’tokens”. What one leams and stores in memory can 

be linked either with a token (if one is remembering an individual) or with the type (if 

one has leamed a category). Proper names refer only to tokens, not to types. For 

example, while the word “table” can apply to all the different exemplars of tables that 

one can encounter, the proper name “Marilyn Monroe” applies to only one specific 

individual. This strict direct one-to one link between semantic and lexical 

representations could be seen as a facilitating factor in the retrieval of unique 

semantic information from a specified name, but a confounding factor in the phase of 

name production (Burke et al, 1991; Lucchelli and De Renzi, 1992). It could explain 

why patients who fail in retrieving proper names (relative to common names) can also 

have impairment with geographical names which, like people’s proper names, have a
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unique relationship between semantics and phonology (Semenza and Zettin, 1988, 

1989). Nevertheless, this interpretation in terms of "difficulty" cannot account for 

patients with the reverse dissociation, i.e. a selective deficit in naming common 

objects, with spared proper names (Cipolotti et al, 1993; Semenza and Sgaramella, 

1993).

I.a. Aim of Experiment 2

Experiment 1 (Chapter III) found that the left anterior temporal cortex is more 

activated for famous than non-famous faces and names. This result, together with 

previous neuropsychological and neuroimaging evidence, indicates a role of this 

region in processing person-specific semantic information. The present Chapter 

reports the first study (Experiment 2) of a series of three investigations that explored 

the issue of whether activation in the anterior temporal region identified in 

Experiment 1 is specific to information about known people or shared by other 

categories of objects.

Experiment 2 compared people’s proper names to names of other categories of 

common names. The use of names instead of pictorial stimuli has the advantage of 

avoiding the possible confound of greater visual complexity of faces compared to 

objects. For consistency, the cognitive task was the same as that utilised in 

Experiment 1. Furthermore, both categories of names could consist of one word or 

two word stimuli: an arbitrary first name or the complete name of a famous person, 

(e.g. “Paul” or “Sean Connery”) and a single or double-barelled common name, (e.g. 

“Plane” or “Compact disk”). Since only famous proper names are linked to unique 

semantic information about a single individual person, the experimental hypothesis
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was that only this type of stimuli would elicit activation in the anterior temporal 

cortex.
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II. METHODS 

Il.a. Task

Experiment 2 comprised six experimental conditions, two involving proper names (an 

arbitrary first name, (e.g. “David”), or the complete name of a famous person, (e.g. 

“Marilyn Monroe”); two involving common names with one (e.g. “Table”) or two 

(e.g. “Compact disc”) words; and, two control conditions (one or two strings of 

consonant letters). The task was the same as in Experiment 1. Subjects decided 

whether two stimuli, displayed simultaneously as pairs, were the same or different 

Therefore the effect of word type was incidental to the experimental task. Figure IV. 1 

provides examples of the stimuli.

Il.b. Stimuli (see Appendix B for a list of the stimuli)

The 28 names needed to make twenty pairs for the two scanning sessions of the 

famous names condition were randomly chosen from the list of famous people 

utilized in Experiment 1. The single proper names were the first names of the other 28 

celebrities. The common single and double-barelled names were chosen to match the 

proper names for number of syllables. Because an index of frequency was not found 

for double-barelled common names, these stimuli were matched for frequency with 

single common names using one of the two words comprising the double name.

The consonant letter strings were obtained using the same method as in Experiment 1. 

The stimuli were framed, paired and displayed as in Experiment 1.
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Figure IV. 1 Exam ple o f  the Proper Nam es and Com m on Nam es Stimuli

Single Double

STEVE
DAVISROBERTROBIN

CREDIT 
CARD 41.BUTTONBOTTLE

BNSR 
DCNNBRT

BSTVB
DSVLRPNLBNP PTBPTNC

Proper

COMPACT# 1 Com m on 
_ D I S C : ./ :^

Consonant
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U.c. Procedure

As in Experiment 1, each of the six conditions was repeated twice making a total of 

twelve scans but no stimulus was repeated twice in the same subject. Each pair was 

presented in the centre of a Macintosh computer screen at the distance of 40 cm from 

the subject The response was a key-press response: right button for same and left 

button for different pairs. Reaction times and accuracy of performance were recorded. 

All the stimuli were novel to the subjects. In each of the twelve scans the task lasted 

one minute starting ten seconds before data acquisition Stimuli were presented at a 

rate of one pair every five seconds, with one second of inter-stimulus interval, so that 

ten pairs were seen in each scan Of the ten pairs, four were different and six were the 

same. The instructions to the subjects were to decide whether the two stimuli (names 

and consonant strings) displayed were same or different Before each scan subjects 

were told which kinds of stimuli they were going to see. The order of presentation of 

pairs was randomised and the conditions were counterbalanced within and between 

subjects.

ll.d Subjects

Six male subjects participated in Experiment 2 (age range 19-28). They were all right 

handed and native English speakers. All subjects were healthy, on no medication and 

free from any history of neurological or psychiatric illness. The study was approved 

by the local hospital ethics committee and the Administration of Radioactive 

Substances Advisory Committee (UK) (ARSAC).
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Il.e. Data Analysis and Linear Contrasts

The data were pre-processed and statistically analysed using SPM97, as described in 

Chapter II. A level of significance of P<0.001 uncorrected was accepted.

There were 6 types of contrast for Experiment 2. These are described below with 

categorical contrasts indicated by minus signs (-) within brackets, interactions are 

indicated by minus signs between brackets and conjunctions are indicated by plus 

signs (+) between brackets. The experimental questions

Contrast 1: Areas activated for proper and common double names relative to 

consonant strings: Sum of [Famous Proper Names -  Consonant Strings] + [Double- 

barelled Object Names - Consonant Strings] masked with the same contrasts 

separately.

Contrast 2a: Areas more active for famous proper names: [Famous - Single Proper 

Names] > [Double - Single Object Names].

Contrast 2b: Areas more active for single proper names: [Single - Famous proper 

names] > [Single-Double-barelled Object Names].

Contrast 2c: Areas more active for double-barelled object names: [Double - Single 

Object Names] > [Famous - Single Proper Names]

Contrast 2d: Areas more active for single object names [Single -Double-barelled 

Object names] > [Single - Famous Proper Names].
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As for Experiment 1, activations are reported when they reached significance at 

?<0.001 uncorrected for multiple comparisons. This level of significance was the gold 

standard at the time the experiment was carried out and published (Gomo-Tempini et 

al, 1998). Accepting an uncorrected level of significance exposes to the danger of 

reporting false positives. However, the reproducibility of the main results across 

experiments proves that this is not the case.
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III. RESULTS

The results of the behavioural and imaging data are reported separately

Ill.a. Behavioural Data

The accuracy of performance was close to 100% for all conditions. Subjects gave a 

key press response and RTs were measured (Table IV. 1). A one way ANOVA was 

performed, firstly only on the four experimental conditions and a significant effect 

was found (?<0.001). A post-hoc Scheffe's test showed a significant effect of length 

i.e. double words longer than single words (?<0.01), but no significant effect of 

category, i.e. proper versus common names. As in Experiment 1, the consonant letter 

strings had significantly longer RTs than the word conditions (?<0.001) and an effect 

of length was also present, with RTs to the double strings being significantly longer 

(P<0.05). There was a significant effect of same-different pairs only for the consonant 

letter string conditions (P<0.001) and not for the word conditions.
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Table IV. 1 Reaction Time Data

Task Mean reaction times

All Pairs Same pairs Different pairs

ses 1913 ±581 2026 ± 622 1728 ±456

SCN 1157 ±675 1153 ±355 1164 ±200

SPN 1263 ±451 1210±391 1274 ±530

DCS 2165 ±975 2500 ± 988 1662 ±711

DCN 1312 ±422 1298 ±413 1334 ±439

DFPN 1428 ±471 1397 ±474 1475 ± 469

Values are mean ± STD (ms).

s e s  = Single consonant letter strings

SCN = Single common names

SPN = Single proper names

DCS = Double consonant letter strings

DCN = Double-barelled common names

DFPN = Double famous proper names
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Ill.b. Imaging Data

First, areas that were common for double-barelled common and famous proper names 

were identified and then areas were identified that were specific for famous proper 

names (John Major) relative to all other conditions, i.e. double-barelled common 

names (compact disc), single proper names (John) and single common names (table).

Il.b.i. Double Names versus Controls

Areas activated by double-barelled words (irrespective of category of stimulus) 

relative to control stimuli (contrast 1; Table IV.2 and Figure IV. 1) were identified in 

the posterior middle temporal cortex spreading to the temporo-parietal junction 

(extending from a Z axis value of +8 to +20, BA 39), the medial parietal lobe 

spreading to the posterior cingulate (BA 23/31) and bilateral temporal poles (BA 

38/21). This system was remarkably similar to that identified for famous versus non- 

famous faces and names (Experiment 1).

Table IV.2 Activation common to both Famous and Common Double Names 

(relative to controls)
Famous proper names Common double names 

Area (BA) Main effect vs controls vs controls

L Temporo-parietal -64,-52, 8 (4.1) -66,-48, 6 (4 2 ) -56 ,-56 ,10 (2.5)
(39) -60,-60,20 (3 8) -56,-62,18 (2.9) -60 ,-60 ,20 (2.3)

R and L inferior 
anterior temporal

38, 8,-26 (3.5) 40, 6,-28 (3.4) 40, 8, -26 (3.6)

(38/20) -48,-16,-28 (3.8) -46,-16,-22 (3.5) -46,-16,-28 (3.6)
-36, 12, -32 (3.6) -36, 12,-32 (3 2 ) -34, 20,-30 (1.80

Precuneus/ -10,-50, 18 (4.0) -8,-50,-16 (2 9) -10,-48, 18 (3.4)
Post cingulate 
(23/31)

2, -48 ,22 (3.6) 4,-48, 22 (3 6) -2, -50, 22 (2.0)
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Ill.b.ii. Areas Specific to Famous Proper Names

Areas that were more active for famous proper names than in all other conditions 

(Contrast 2a; Figure IV.2) were observed in the left anterior middle and superior 

temporal gyri (BA 21) at the coordinates of -52,12, -30 (Z= 4.0) and -62,-12,-14 (Z = 

3.6) close to the area found to be specific for famous faces relative to famous names 

in Experiment 1.

Figure IV.2 Activation for Famous Double Proper Names more than any other 

Condition

z= -26

There were no areas that were specific to single proper names (which carry no 

specific associations) (contrast 2b) but the supplementary motor cortex (-4, 6, 76), 

showed greater activation for single common names than for single proper names 

(interaction contrast 2d, Z= 4.8).
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IV. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Experiment 2 addresses whether, within the “semantic areas” identified in Experiment 

1, there is a region(s) particularly specialized for the storage of unique biographical 

information about known people relative to the more general and shared knowledge 

about common names of objects. In this experiment, the use of written names rather 

than pictures of faces and objects, avoids the possible confound that different 

categories will place differential demands on visual processes. The hypothesis was 

that any “people-specific area” should be more active for proper names belonging to a 

famous person, than for any other condition, i.e. for “Marilyn Monroe” more than 

double-barelled common names (“Compact Disc”), single proper names (“David”) 

and single common names (“Table”). In fact, only famous proper names carry 

constant, specific and unique biographical information about a single individual.

The results revealed that both proper and common names relative to controls, engaged 

the same semantic areas, i.e. the left temporo-parietal junction (BA 39), the bilateral 

temporal poles (BA 38/20) and posterior cingulate (23/31), but the activation in the 

left anterior middle temporal region extended more posteriorly and laterally in BA 21, 

for famous proper names only. Since phonology was involved in all conditions and 

the visual input was always letters, the area specific to famous proper names appears 

to be enhanced by semantic processing of person knowledge. This conclusion 

contrasts with that reported by Damasio et al. (1996) who associated the left anterior 

temporal cortex with a face dedicated lexical retrieval system. However, the 

association of left anterior temporal activity with knowledge of personal identity is 

consistent with neuropsychological findings of loss of person-specific semantic
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information in patients with anterior temporal damage (Ellis et a l, 1989; Evans et a l, 

1995; Hanley et a l, 1989; Hodges and Graham, 1998; Kitchener and Hodges, 1999).

Experiment 3 will investigate whether the area in the left anterior middle temporal 

gyrus that was found to be more active for famous than non-famous faces and proper 

names in Experiment 1 and for famous proper names than common names in 

Experiment 2, is also more involved in naming pictures of famous faces than pictures 

of five other categories of stimuli.
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CHAPTER V- THE NEURAL SUBSTRATES OF FACES AND OBJECTS 

PROCESSING: THE EFFECTS OF CATEGORY ON PICTORIAL STIMULI

I. INTRODUCTION

As described in Chapter I, questions concerning how the human brain stores and 

retrieves semantic and lexical information about the world have been debated for 

more than two decades. One question relates to whether such memories are 

categorically organised, a notion derived from neuropsychological patients who 

demonstrate selective impairment or preservation for processing one or more 

categories of stimuli. The most frequently reported pattern of impairment is a deficit 

with living things (naturally occurring species like animals and fruit and vegetables) 

with relative preservation of non-living (manmade objects) stimuli (e.g. Warrington 

and Shallice 1984). Further work revealed that category specific impairments could be 

far more specific. For example cases were described with selective 

deficits/preservation for animals only (Caramazza and Shelton 1998) body parts and 

manmade objects (Sacchett and Humphreys, 1992), man-made objects only (Cappa et 

al, 1998a), maps (Cipolotti, 2000; Incisa della Rocchetta et a l, 1998), famous faces 

(Kapur et a l, 1986; Semenza and Zettin, 1989) and colours (De Renzi et a l, 1987). 

The impairment for specific categories of knowledge seems to occur at different 

stages of the object naming processes. In most cases a clear disorder at the semantic 

level also causes a name retrieval deficit (Warrington and Shallice 1984). However, in 

few cases, there is little semantic impairment despite a noticeable lexical retrieval 

deficit (Caramazza and Hillis, 1990; Caramazza et a l, 1990; Gomo-Tempini et al, 

1998; Hart et al, 1985; Lucchelli and de Renzi, 1992); Semenza and Zettin, 1988,
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1989). The interpretation of these last cases is a matter of debate. Categorical effects, 

at the lexical level only, may be consistent with a categorical organisation of the 

lexical output systems and/or with differential access to it from the semantic storage 

(Damasio et al, 1996; Farah and Wallace, 1992). Alternatively the effects could arise 

from a top-down phenomenon caused by name retrieval on prior levels of the 

identification process (Humphreys et al, 1997).

Despite these reports we still do not have a plausible neuro-cognitive explanation for 

categorical effects. The most commonly held views fall into three camps (Caramazza

1998). First, there is evolutionary value for segregating the neural systems dedicated 

to different types of objects (Caramazza 1998). Second, category differences arise 

because there are different neural systems for perceptual and functional attributes. 

Identification of natural objects relies more on perceptual differentiation while 

identification of manmade objects relies more on functional attributes (Warrington 

and Shallice 1984). Third, category effects need not always reflect segregation within 

the semantic system but can arise because different categories of object place 

differential demands on a single processing system. More specifically, natural kinds 

of objects, which tend to have many similar visual neighbours, place greater demands 

on perceptual processing than manmade objects (Caramazza, 1998; Gaffan and 

Heywood, 1993). In line with this view, famous faces are not only part of a category 

of visually similar exemplars, but are also linked to unique semantic and lexical 

information.

Several neuroimaging studies have now been performed to investigate language 

processing and category specific effects (Chao et al, 1999a; Damasio et al, 1996;
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Gomo-Tempini et al, 1998; Martin et al, 1996; Mummery et al, 1998; Mummery et 

al, 1996; Perani et al, 1999; Thompson-Schill et al, 1999). Despite the difficulties 

designing these experiments, some of the experimental variables and cognitive 

components underlying specific language and category- related activations have now 

been established. For instance, while it was observed that the extrastriate cortex 

responds more to pictures of living than non-living stimuli (Perani et al 1995; Martin 

et al 1996), it was only in a recent PET experiment (Moore and Price, 1999a) that 

these effects were attributed to differences in visual configuration between the two 

categories. Furthermore other recent studies have outlined the role of the left temporal 

cortex in semantic processing (Gomo-Tempini et al 1998, Mummery et al., 1998) 

and the specific involvement of the left fusiform gyms in lexical retrieval (Price and 

Friston 1997, Moore and Price 1999b).

I.b. Aim of Experiment 3

Experiment 2 has demonstrated that the left anterior middle temporal gyms (BA 21), 

which responded more to famous faces and proper names than their non-famous 

counterparts (Experiment 1), is more involved in processing famous proper names 

than common names of objects. The Experiment reported in the present Chapter 

(Experiment 3) has three main aims: (i) to further investigate the issue of category 

specificity by comparing activations elicited by pictorial stimuli of famous faces 

relative to five other categories of objects (maps, body parts, objects, animals and 

colours); (ii) to study whether category specific brain activations would be influenced 

by increasing lexical retrieval processes; and (iii) to identify the neural correlates of 

maps and body parts processing, which have not yet been investigated. To accomplish
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these aims a different experimental design and cognitive task had to be utilised. In 

particular, contrasting a naming condition with a reading condition (where the same 

pictorial stimuli were presented along with their written name) controlled for 

differences in perceptual properties while allowing the effect of lexical retrieval 

(naming versus reading) on categorical effects to be evaluated. When categorical 

differences were found in common to naming and reading, perceptual differences 

between categories were not controlled and interpretation required reference to 

previous studies of functional anatomy.
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II. METHODS

Il.a. Task and Stimuli

Twelve experimental conditions were arranged in a 2 x 6 factorial design. One level 

was the task: read or retrieve the name of visually presented pictorial stimuli. In the 

reading condition the name of the object was written in capital letters below the 

picture of that object. In the naming condition, a string of Xs was presented below the 

same picture, with the number of Xs corresponding to the number of letters in the 

written words (Figure V.l). In all conditions, the subjects had to articulate the word 

silently and the responses could be checked through a video camera. The second level 

was stimulus category: maps of countries, body parts, objects, animals, famous faces 

and colours. Maps, body parts, objects and animals were black and white line 

drawings. Famous faces were black and white photographs and colours were coloured 

rectangles. The size of the stimuli was approximately 10X15 cm. In the map naming 

condition, the subject had to name the country, which was highlighted within the map 

(see Figure V.l). The stimuli names were of high frequency (A and AA Thomdike- 

Lorge) and were matched for number of syllables and word frequency across 

categories (see Appendix C for a complete list of the stimuli). During each scanning 

session twelve different stimuli were presented at the centre of a Macintosh computer 

screen (distance 40-cm) for 1.5 seconds, at a rate of one every four seconds, starting 

10 seconds before data acquisition. Each picture was seen twice, once during the 

naming and once during the reading conditions, with a different order within scans 

and the order of naming and reading counterbalanced over subjects.
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Figure V.l Examples of the Stimuli used in Experiment 3

N A M E R E A D

A N I M A L S

X X X X X X DONKEY

F A C E S

xxxxxxx CLINTON

M A P S

X X X X X X X GERMANY

O B J E C T S

X X X HAT

B O D Y  P A R T S

X X X EAR

C O L O U R S

X X X X X BLACK
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Il.b. Subjects

Eight subjects, four males and four females (age range 42-60) participated All were 

right-handed, native English speakers, on no medication and free from any history of 

neurological or psychiatric illness. The study was approved by the local hospital 

ethics committee and the Administration of Radioactive Substances Advisory 

Committee (UK) (ARSAC).

II.c. Data Analysis

Data were analysed with SPM97. The comparisons of interest in Experiment 3 

included category-specific effects which were either greater in the naming task (i.e. 

naming versus reading), independent of task (naming and reading) or task dependent 

(naming only). To confirm that the naming condition placed greater demands on 

lexical retrieval, I also considered the main effect of naming task, irrespective of 

category (naming common to all categories). The contrasts utilised are described 

below.

Il.c.i. Effects of Single Categories

Each category was contrasted to each of the other five for:

i) Naming versus reading.

This comprised a series of interaction terms for each category (e.g. name-read faces 

versus name-read animals, name-read faces versus name-read objects, etc.). 

Conjunction analysis (Price and Friston, 1997) and the inclusive masking option in 

SPM were used to generate main effects, where voxels were eliminated if there was a 

significant difference between the simple main effect of category (P<0.05
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uncorrected) or when one or more of the contrasts did not reach a significance level of 

P<0.08 uncorrected);

ii) Naming and reading.

These contrasts identified areas where there was a category specific effect common to 

the name and read conditions, i.e. name and read faces versus name and read animals, 

name and read faces versus name and read objects etc. As with the naming versus 

reading contrasts, category specific effects were calculated using conjunction analysis 

and inclusive masking; and

iii) Naming only. Finally the same procedure was used to check if there were any 

effects for the naming condition only that were not detected either for naming versus 

reading or naming and reading.

Effects of Group of Categories

Items that weight functional properties such as objects and body parts were contrasted 

to items that weight perceptual properties and/or are visually more complex such as 

animals, faces and maps (Sacchett & Humphreys 1992; Warrington & Shallice 1984). 

Furthermore, since Chao and colleagues (1999) showed that activation in the fusiform 

gyrus was enhanced for both faces and animals, but not for tools, a comparison of 

faces and animals versus all other categories was also performed. The effects were 

identified for naming versus reading, naming and reading and naming only, as 

described above.
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Effects of Naming Irrespective of Category

Conjunctions and masking (as described above) were used to find common effects of 

“naming versus reading” for all six categories. The same analysis was also performed 

excluding the colour category, which is not strongly associated with form and 

semantics.

For each of the above effects, increases as well as decreases were considered. By 

category specific increases, I mean that there was greater activation for one category 

relative to all others. For category specific decreases, I mean that there was less 

activation for one category than for all others.

Activations are reported when they reached significance at P<0.05 corrected for 

multiple comparisons. A level of significance of P<0.001 uncorrected was accepted 

for regions of interests defined by previous neuroimaging and neuropsychological 

data. The a priori areas of interest were occipital and temporal regions that have 

previously been shown activated in neuroimaging studies of category specificity 

(Cappa et al, 1998b; Damasio et al, 1996; Martin et al, 1996; Mummery et al, 

1998; Mummery et al, 1996; Perani et al, 1995; Perani et al, 1999; Thompson- 

Schill et al, 1999) and of face processing (Gomo-Tempini et al, 1998; Kanwisher et 

al,  1997). Moreover areas previously involved in visuo-spatial processing were 

hypothesised to be more involved for the map stimuli (Cipolotti, 2000; Incisa della 

Rocchetta a/., 1998).
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III. RESULTS

Ill.a. Effects of Single Categories

Ill.a.i. For Naming more than Reading

No areas showed a significant category-specific increase or decrease.

Ill.a.ii. For Naming and Reading

Categorical effects emerged for faces and maps only (see Table V.l).

Retrieving the name and reading the name of photographs of famous faces activated a 

region in the left anterior middle temporal gyrus (BA 21) when compared to all other 

categories (Figure V.l). There were no face specific decreases.

Table V.l Category Effects for Naming and Reading for Single Categories

Categories Areas (BA) Co-ordinates (Zscore)

Faces only L anterior temporal (BA 21) -66,-14,-8 (4.5)*

Maps only R sup/mid occipital (BA 19) 24, -80, 32 

38, -86, 18

R parahippocampus (BA 30)

R intraparietal (BA 7) 

sulcus

* Effects that reached a corrected level of significance (P<0.05)

40, -36, -8 

26, -54, 46

(5.7)*

(4.5)*

(3.8)

(3.6)
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Figure V.l Category Effects for Famous Faces and Parameter Estimates in the Left 

Anterior Temporal Activation at -68, -14, -8 (the naming and reading conditions are 

pooled together for each category)

0.5

- 0.5

- 1

FF= naming and reading famous faces 
AN= naming and reading animals 
0 B =  naming and reading objects 
BP= naming and reading body parts 
MP= naming and reading maps 
CL= naming and reading colours

FF A N  O B  BP  M P  CL

Naming and reading maps compared to naming and reading all other categories, 

activated an extensive region in the posterior part of the right hemisphere which 

included the right middle and superior occipital gyri (BA 19) (Table V.l and Figure 

V.2). When a non-corrected level of significance was applied the occipital activation 

extended superiorly to the intraparietal sulcus (BA 7) and anteriorly to the 

parahippochampal gyrus (BA 30). There were no significant map specific decreases.
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Figure V.2 Category Effects for Maps and Parameter Estimates in the Right Superior 

Occipital Gyrus Activation at 24, -80, 32 (the naming and reading conditions are 

pooled together for each category)

2.5

0.5

-0.5

FF BP CLAN OB MP

III.a.iii. Naming only

The only region that revealed a category specific effect for naming only was the right 

fusiform gyrus which showed a decrease for colour naming more than for naming all 

other categories (38,-82,-8, Z=5.0; 42,-58,-20, Z=3.9).
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Ill.b. Group of Category Effects

The only significant activations were found when naming and reading were 

considered together (see Table V.2).

Table V.2 Areas that showed categorical effects for a group of categories 

Group of categories Areas (BA) Co-ordinates (Zscore)

Face & Animals & 

Maps

Lcuneus (BA 18/19) -4, -62, 20 

-10, -94, 8

(5.3)

(3.9)

Faces & Animals R fusiform (BA 37) 40,-66,-16 (4.8)

Objects & 

Body parts

L mid/inf 

temporal

(BA 21/37) -54, -56,0 (4.1)*

* Predicted area, therefore reported at P<0.001.
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Ill.b.!. Faces, Animals and Maps

Faces, animals and maps (compared to objects, body parts and colours) activated an 

extensive region in the left extrastriate visual cortex (BA 18/19) (Table V.2; Figure 

V.3). This activation was most extensive for maps.

Figure V.3 Area Activated for Faces, Animals and Maps > Objects, Body Parts and 

Colours, and Parameter Estimates of the Left Extrastriate Activation at -4, -62, 20 (the 

naming and reading conditions are pooled together for each category)

0.5

-0.5

-1.5
FF AN OB BP MP CL
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Ill.b.ii. Faces and Animals

When faces and animals were compared to all other categories of stimuli, a region in 

the posterior right fusiform gyrus (BA 37) (Table V.2; Figure V.4) was activated at a 

corrected level of significance (P<0.05).

Figure V.4 Activation in the Right Fusiform for Faces and Animals relative to all 

other Categories, and Parameter Estimates at 40, -66, -16

2

1.5

1

0.5

0

- 0.5

-1

- 1.5

-2
FF A N  O B  BP  M P  C L
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IILb.iii. Objects and Body parts

When compared to all other categories, objects and body parts increased activation in 

a region of the left posterior middle/inferior temporal gyrus (Z= 4.1, P<0.0001 

uncorrected; BA 21/37) (Table V.2; Figure V.5). An uncorrected level of significance 

was accepted since this area has previously been shown to be more active for object 

than for animal processing (Damasio et ai, 1996; Martin et ai, 1996; Mummery et 

ai, 1996) and in generation of action words more than in generation of colour words 

(Martin et aL, 1995).

Figure V.5 Activation in the Posterior Middle Temporal Gyrus for Objects and Body 

Parts relative to all other Conditions, and Parameter Estimates at -54, -56, 0

1.5

0.5

- 0.5

-1

- 1.5
FF AN O B  BP  M P  CL
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III.c. Effects of Naming irrespective of Category

No area was found to be specific for naming all categories. However, when the same 

analysis was performed excluding the colour conditions, a significant effect of naming 

was found in the left fusiform gyrus (-46, -66, -18; BA 37) (Figure V.6). This 

activation did not reach a corrected level of significance (Z=4.3, ?<0.07 corrected), 

but it has previously been shown to be involved in naming and reading tasks 

irrespective of category or input modality (Moore and Price, 1999b; Price and Friston,

1997).

No area showed an activation increase specific to naming relative to reading colours. 

Figure. V.6 Effect of Naming versus Reading for all Categories but Colours
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IV. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Six different object categories were investigated to identify: i) effects specific to 

pictures of famous faces; ii) any category related effects that are greater at the lexical 

retrieval level; and iii) the neural substrates for recognising maps and body parts. Two 

tasks were performed on the same pictorial stimuli, either name the object or read its 

name printed below the picture.

rV.a. Effects of Category

Category specific effects were found for single categories or for groups of categories, 

only when both the naming and reading conditions were considered together.

The left anterior temporal cortex was activated by naming and reading famous faces 

more than any other category of objects. This area in the anterior portion of the 

middle temporal gyrus (BA 21) was also more activated in processing famous 

compared to non-famous faces in Experiment 1, and famous proper names compared 

to common objects names in Experiment 2 (Gomo Tempini et aL, 1998). The same 

region has previously been activated when subjects named famous faces when 

compared to saying “yes” or “no” to right side up or up side down faces, but not when 

pictures of tools or animals were compared to the same baseline (Damasio et al,

1996). Taken together, this evidence corroborates the hypothesis that this anterior 

temporal region is preferentially involved in processing person-specific semantic 

information.
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Naming and reading maps activated the right occipito-parietal and parahippocampal 

regions that have previously been associated with visual-spatial (Haxby et al, 1994) 

and topographical tasks (Aguirre et al 1998). These findings are reasonably explained 

by the fact that map identification and learning relies greatly on visual-spatial 

processes (Cipolotti, 2000). In fact maps are abstract shapes which, to be identified, 

need the evaluation of their absolute and reciprocal position in the world map.

Naming and reading both famous faces and animals activated the right fusiform 

gyrus. As described in Chapter 1, and confirmed by the results of Experiment 1, this 

area is involved in the pre-semantic perceptual stage of face processing. Its response 

to animal stimuli, but not objects, is consistent with previous data from Chao and 

colleagues (1999). These results suggest that the fusiform gyrus might be involved in 

processing categories of stimuli composed by visually similar items.

Body parts, as well as manipulable objects, activated an area in the posterior temporal 

cortex. This region has been associated vdth semantic tasks (Mummery et al, 1996) 

and manmade object recognition, even when perceptual and phonological processing 

were carefully controlled (Martin et al, 1996; Mummery et al, 1998). Furthermore, 

there is more activation in this region for retrieving the actions than the colours 

associated with objects (Martin et al, 1995; Phillips et al, 1999). Consistent with 

neuropsychological studies, these results confirm the association of action knowledge 

with recognition of objects and body parts.
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Finally, the left extrastriate cortex was more activated for visually complex stimuli, 

i.e. maps, animals and faces. As discussed in the introduction, these effects are 

attributable to differences in perceptual properties, such as configuration of visual 

features and number of component parts (Moore & Price 1999a).

rV.b. Effects of Naming

In the naming versus reading contrast, all meaningful categories activated a left 

middle fusiform region, which has previously been associated with name retrieval 

when perceptual and semantic properties are controlled (Price & Friston 1997; Moore 

& Price 1999b). Any category related effect for naming relative to reading, could then 

be attributable to differences at the lexical retrieval level. However, no such category 

specific differences were found in the naming versus reading contrasts, not even for 

categories grouped by perceptual and functional properties. The present results 

confirm that the left middle fusiform gyrus becomes involved when a meaningful 

stimulus has to be linked to its specific lexical label and show that this region does not 

seem to be category specific but instead common to all meaningful stimuli.

In conclusion, although differential activation for naming and reading was identified 

in common to all meaningful stimuli, category differences predominantly arose from 

different demands on visual-spatial processing and semantic associations. The right 

occipito-parietal and parahippocampal activation elicited by maps indicates enhanced 

visuo-topographical analysis and the posterior temporal focus shown for body parts 

and objects indicated the involvement of action retrieval.
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The left anterior temporal cortex was more activated by famous faces than any other 

category of objects. Therefore, together with findings from Experiments 2, this result 

suggests that the left anterior temporal cortex is preferentially involved in processing 

person-specific semantic information. Experiment 4, described in the next Chapter, 

will determine whether this area is really specialised for the semantic attributes of 

known people or whether it becomes more involved when stimuli with many visually 

similar neighbours are linked to unique and complex semantic associations. This latter 

property contrasts to other object categories such as mammals, which share both 

visual and semantic features.
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CHAPTER VI- THE NEURAL SUBSTRATES OF FACE AND OBJECT 

PROCESSING: PERSON-SPECIFIC INFORMATION OR “UNIQUENESS”

OF INFORMATION?

I. INTRODUCTION

As reported in Chapter 1, the specificity of neuropsychological deficits involving 

faces, person-specific information and proper names has been discussed since the first 

cases of prosopagnosia were described at the beginning of the century. While in some 

patients the recognition deficit is very restricted to face and people-specific 

information (De Renzi, 1986; De Renzi et al, 1991; Farah et al, 1995b; McNeil and 

Warrington, 1993; Sergent and Signoret, 1992b), in others it extends to other 

categories of stimuli, such as breeds of dog, type of flowers, cars (Damasio et al, 

1982; Damasio et al, 1990; Lhermitte and Pillon, 1975), individual animals (Assal et 

al, 1984; Bomstein et al, 1969), buildings and landmarks (Landis et al, 1986a; 

Pallis, 1955). Patients with deficits retrieving person-specific semantics and proper 

name anomia also can have difficulties with these types of stimuli (Ellis et al, 1989; 

Kartsounis and Shallice, 1996; McCarthy et al, 1996; Semenza and Zettin, 1988, 

1989). For instance, the patient described by Ellis and colleagues (1989) could not 

identify famous people or famous animals (such as “Lassie”) and numerous proper 

name anomies have been reported who have difficulties retrieving proper names of 

famous people and landmarks (Semenza and Zettin, 1988, 1989). Furthermore, 

normal subjects have been found to have equal difficulty in retrieving the names of 

famous faces and famous buildings (Milders, 2000). Taken together, these findings 

have led to the hypothesis that the apparent specificity for faces and person-specific
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semantic and lexical information could in fact derive from the particular demands that 

this type of information places on the object recognition system. In fact, famous faces, 

famous animals and famous buildings are all "semantically unique items", which 

carry unique semantic and lexical associations that are not shared by other 

perceptually similar category members.

As reported in detail in Chapter I, functional neuroimaging studies have also 

investigated the issue of face-specificity, particularly at the perceptual level of 

processing. The “Fusiform Face Area” (FFA; mean Talairach coordinates across 

subjects in Kanwisher et al. 1997: x=40, y=-55, z=-10) has repeatedly been involved 

in processing unfamiliar faces more than other object types. In contrast, buildings 

(another category of stimuli that needs discrimination between visually similar 

exemplars) have consistently been shown to activate the parahippocampal and lingual 

gyri, when compared to other object categories, including faces. This region has been 

reported to be located in the right anterior lingual sulcus (Aguirre and D'Esposito, 

1997; Aguirre et al, 1998), bilateral medial fusiform (Chao et al, 1999b; Ishai et al,

1999) and parahippocampal gyri (Epstein et al, 1999). Even if the peak activations in 

these studies were relatively close, it has recently been suggested that, while the more 

anterior parahippocampal region might be more involved in processing spatial 

layouts, such as rooms and scenes (Epstein et al, 1999; Epstein and Kanwisher,

1998), the more posterior fusiform/lingual region might be more involved in 

processing single buildings (Haxby et al, 2000b; Maguire et al, 2001). This building- 

responsive area will be referred to as the “parahippocampal/lingual” region.
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To summarise, the currently available imaging and neuropsychological data indicate 

that faces and buildings place different demands on perceptual, pre-semantic 

processing, although the specificity of these responses is not absolute (see Chapter 1, 

Section V.b.).

The semantic and lexical levels of processing have been much less studied and the 

available data is not conclusive in defining whether the FFA and the 

parahippocampal/lingual activations are sensitive to the effect of fame, i.e. whether 

they are involved in processing famous stimuli. Furthermore, while both 

neuropsychological and neuroimaging evidence suggest that the anterior temporal 

cortex is involved in the semantic stages of famous face identification, no functional 

imaging study has investigated its response to other categories of semantically unique 

items.

I.b. Aims of Experiment 4

Experiment 1 has shown that the face-responsive region in the fusiform gyrus does 

not show a differential response to famous and non-famous faces, when the cognitive 

task is held constant. Experiment 3, together with previous evidence (Damasio et al, 

1996; Gomo-Tempini et al, 2000; Gomo-Tempini et al, 1998; Henson et al, 2000; 

Leveroni et al, 2000; Sergent and Signoret, 1992a), has demonstrated that the anterior 

temporal cortex, especially on the left, is involved in retrieving semantic information 

about famous people compared to various other categories of objects. One possible 

explanation for this apparent specialisation of the anterior temporal response for 

person-specific information could be that famous faces are "semantically unique 

items". If this hypothesis is correct, the anterior temporal cortex should also respond
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to other semantically unique items, such as famous buildings. Experiment 4 explicitly 

tested this hypothesis.

There were three main experimental questions. First, are the fusiform and 

Parahippocampal/lingual face- and building-specific regions modulated by fame? 

Second, does the left anterior temporal cortex respond to famous faces (e.g..Prince 

Charles) more than famous buildings (e.g. Buckingham Palace)? Third, is the right 

anterior temporal cortex responsive to faces and buildings and is it also infiuenced by 

fame? To address these questions, subjects were engaged in a same-different 

judgment on visually presented pairs of pictures depicting famous, non-famous and 

scrambled faces and buildings. The stimuli were universally famous items rather than 

stimuli personally familiar to the subjects because semantic and lexical associations 

should be more stable and less influenced by personal experience and individual 

differences. The same-different matching task was chosen because it allows the task 

to be kept constant while famous, non-famous and scrambled stimuli are compared to 

each other. The face stimuli were the same as those used in Experiment 1. Therefore, 

when investigating the effect of fame, which was manipulated in both experiments, it 

was possible to combine the data obtained from Experiments 1 and 4 in a single 

statistical analysis (see methods section).
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II. METHODS

Il.a. Experimental Design and Procedure

Each subject underwent 12 PET relative perfusion scans while deciding whether two 

visual stimuli, displayed simultaneously as pairs in the centre of a computer screen, 

were the same or different. While the task was constant across conditions, the stimuli 

were pairs of famous or non-famous faces or buildings. The experimental design was 

therefore a 2x2 factorial, with category (faces and buildings) and fame (famous and 

non-famous) being the two factors. A low-level visual control condition was also 

introduced where subjects had to perform a same-different task on pairs of scrambled 

stimuli. Therefore six experimental conditions were created: famous faces (FF), non- 

famous faces (NFF), scrambled faces (SF), famous buildings (FB), non-famous 

buildings (NFB) and scrambled buildings (SB). Subjects saw ten stimulus pairs (6 

same and 4 different) per scan and responded with a key-press: right button for same 

and left button for different pairs. Reaction times (RTs) and accuracy were recorded. 

Each pair of stimuli was presented at a rate of 1 every 6 seconds, with a duration of 5 

seconds. Each of the six conditions was repeated twice with different stimuli. There 

were no stimulus repetitions within subjects and condition order was counterbalanced 

between and within subjects. Since all stimuli were novel to the subjects at the time of 

scanning, after the PET session, the famous faces and buildings were shown again to 

ensure that correct identification had occurred.

Il.b. Stimuli

The 28 famous faces were chosen from the pairs used in Experiment 1 (see Chapter 3, 

Section Il.b, for details). The same procedure was applied to choose the famous
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buildings. Twenty normal male subjects (age range 20-35) viewed 120 black and 

white pictures of famous buildings and landmarks and only stimuli that were named 

within 5 seconds by at least 19 subjects were utilised during the scanning sessions. 

The names of the famous stimuli are listed in Appendix D. The non-famous buildings 

were chosen to match their famous counterparts for general category (e.g. churches 

and arches). For instance, the non-famous stimulus corresponding to the leaning 

Tower of Pisa was another unknown tower (see Figure VI. 1). The scrambled control 

stimuli were obtained by scrambling each face and building stimulus in the same way. 

To maintain a constant spatial frequency power density spectrum in the scrambled 

stimuli, the manipulation was on the phases of each spatial frequency in the image. A 

pattern was obtained that was no longer recognisable as a face or as a building. The 

same masking procedure utilised for the faces (see Chapter 111) eliminated as much as 

possible of the surrounding scene from the building stimuli. The framed faces and 

buildings were then paired to obtain a single stimulus that measured 9.4 by 13.6cm. 

The pairs comprised two stimuli displayed either one next to the other on a black 

background (all faces and half of the buildings pairs) or one above the other (half of 

the buildings pairs). The corresponding scrambled stimuli were framed and paired 

correspondingly. The buildings, faces and scrambled conditions were also matched 

for mean luminance.
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Famous Non-famous Scrambled
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Il.b. Subjects

Nine male subjects (age range 21-35) took part in the experiment. They were all right 

handed, native English speakers, healthy, on no medication and free from any history 

of neurological or psychiatric illness. Subjects gave informed, written consent to the 

study, which was approved by the local hospital ethics committee and the 

Administration of Radioactive Substances Advisory Committee (UK) (ARSAC).

II.c. Data Analysis

Data were analysed using SPM99 using standardised procedures (Friston et al, 

1995b; Friston et al, 1995a), including realignment for head movements, spatial 

normalisation to the Montreal Neurological Institute template brain (Cocosco et a l ,

1997) in the space of Talairach and Toumoux (1988) and smoothing. The smoothing 

kernel was a 3D Gaussian filter of 16 mm. The design matrix specified two groups of 

subjects. One included 9 subjects who performed the same-different matching 

paradigm described above on face (FF, NFF, SF) and building (FB, NFB, SB) stimuli. 

The other included 6 subjects who performed the same-different matching task on the 

face but not building stimuli. Data from both experiments were included in the present 

analysis to: i) increase sensitivity to the effect of fame; and ii) allow comparisons to 

be made between studies. However, differential effects of category and category by 

fame interactions were estimated using data from Experiment 2 only.

Three main comparisons were performed in order to identify regions that were 

commonly or differentially activated by category (faces or buildings) or fame (famous 

or non-famous).
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Il.c.i. Main Effect of Category, Irrespective of Fame (Experiment 4 only)

The effect of faces relative to buildings was identified with a conjunction of FF-FB 

and NFF-NFB. Using the inclusive masking option in SPM99, we also eliminated any 

areas that were not activated for FF-SF or NFF-SF at P<0.001. The effect of buildings 

relative to faces was based on a conjunction of the reversed contrasts (FB-FF and 

NFB-NFF), inclusively masked with FB-SB and NFB-SF at P<0.001.

Once the face and building specific areas had been identified, we also investigated the 

effect of fame within these areas, i.e. FF-NFF and NFF-FF in the face area and FB- 

NFB and NFB-FB in the building area.

Il.c.ii. Main Effect of Fame, Irrespective of Category (Experiment 1 and 4)

This was identified with a conjunction of 3 contrasts: i) FF-NFF (Experiment 1); ii) 

FF-NFF (Experiment 4); and iii) FB-NFB (Experiment 4). Inclusive masking, with 

FF-SF (Experiment 1 and 4) and FB-SB (Experiment 4) at P<0.001, ensured 

activation was also present above controls in both experiments.

The same procedure was performed in order to identify regions specific to non- 

famous stimuli.
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Il.c iii. Activations Specific to Famous Faces or Famous Buildings (Experiment 4 

only)

These were identified, using the inclusive masking procedure to find areas that were 

activated for: i) FF-NFF; ii) FF-SF; and iii) the interaction of faces and fame (FF- 

NFF)-(FB-NFB) at ?<0.001 uncorrected.

Likewise, regions more involved in processing FB were those more active for: i) FB- 

NFB; FB-SB; and iii) the interaction of fame and buildings (FB-NFB)-(FF-NFF) at 

P<0.001 uncorrected.

A level of significance of P<0.05 corrected for multiple comparisons was accepted for 

all the main contrasts, except for the interaction, which we report at P<0.001 

uncorrected. When claiming an absence of an effect, we lowered the threshold to 

P>0.1 uncorrected.
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III. RESULTS

Ill.a. Behavioural Data

All subjects performed the experimental task at ceiling level, making less than 3 

errors. Reaction time data were collated for each experimental condition, and any 

scores above or below 2.5 SD were replaced with the mean of that condition. A 

factorial ANOVA was used to identify main effects of category (faces and buildings), 

fame (famous and non-famous), and the interaction between these variables (Figure 

VI.2). No significant effect was found, indicating no difference in difficulty and 

attentional demands between the four experimental conditions. However, when a 

oneway ANOVA was performed including the scrambled condition as a variable, a 

significant difference in RTs was found (P<0.05). A post-hoc Scheffe’s test indicated 

that same-different matching on the scrambled conditions took significantly longer 

than on the faces or buildings. Consistent with the results of Experiment 1 (see 

Chapter III, Section Ill.a), there was no significant difference between the FF and 

NFF conditions, but matching scrambled stimuli took significantly longer than both 

the face conditions. Thus, the behavioural data were consistent across experiments.



Figure VI.2 Reaction Times Data
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After scanning, subjects were presented with each face or building from the famous 

set and asked to name it within 5 seconds. No subject named less then 26/28 faces and 

25/28 buildings. This confirmed that subjects were able to establish semantic and 

lexical associations for the famous stimuli.

Ill.b. Scanning Data

Ill.b.i. Main Effect of Category, Irrespective of Fame

Faces versus Buildings

When famous and non-famous faces were compared to the corresponding building 

conditions, a region in the right fusiform gyrus (BA 37/20), corresponding to the FFA, 

was activated at a corrected level of significance (P <0.05) (Table VI. 1). Both FF and 

NFF evoked activation in the FFA and there was no significant effect of FF-NFF or 

NFF-FF (P >0.1). Figure VI.3, illustrates that the FFA response to buildings (relative 

to controls) was very small (P <0.05 uncorrected).
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Table VI.l Areas Activated for Faces more than Buildings and for Buildings more 

than Faces

Contrast Area (BA) X y X Z

FACES >BUILDINGS Right Fusiform (37/20) 48 -48 -22 4.9

BUILDINGS >FACES BilateralParahippocampus/ -26 -44 -14 6.0
lingual /fusiform -26 -38 -18 5.0
(36/19/37) -34 -48 -12 4.5

28 -48 -12 5.5
30 -40 -16 4.5

*P< 0.001 uncorrected

Figure VI.3 Areas Activated more for Faces than for Buildings, and Parameter 

Estimates at 48, -48, -22 in both Experiments. Activations are superimposed on the 

mean of the structural images of the nine subjects
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Buildings versus Faces

When FB and NFB were compared to the corresponding face conditions, an area in 

the medial ventral occipito-temporal cortex was activated bilaterally (BA 36/19/37) at 

a corrected level of significance (P <0.05). The peak of the activation was in the 

superior lingual gyrus but the cluster spread to the parahippocampus and, on the left 

side, also to the medial fusiform gyrus (Table VI.l). Because of the resolution and 

smoothing of the PET data, 1 will refer to this activation as the 

parahippocampus/lingual region. This area was activated by both FB and NFB and 

there was no effect of FB-NFB or NFB-FB (P >0.1 uncorrected). Figure V1.4, 

illustrates that response in these regions was almost exclusive to buildings, with no 

effect of faces versus controls (P >0.9 uncorrected).

Figure VI.4 Areas Activated more for Buildings than for Faces, and Parameter 

Estimates at -26, -46, -14 in both Experiments
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Ill.b.ii. Main Effect of Fame, Irrespective of Category

Famous versus non-famous stimuli

The conjunction analysis demonstrated that only one region showed a significant 

effect of fame (P<0.05 corrected) (Table VI.2). This was the left anterior middle 

temporal gyrus (BA 21; P<0.05 corrected; 240 voxels). The high level of significance 

of the conjunction analysis reflects the consistency of this activation across contrasts 

(FF-NFF and FB-NFB) and across experiments (Experiment 1 and 4). Figure VI.5, 

illustrates an equivalent effect of famous versus non-famous faces and buildings in 

Experiments 1 and 4 (P<0.005- P<0.001). Furthermore, in this region there was no 

interaction between fame and category (P>0.1 uncorrected).

Table VI.2 Areas Activated by Famous Faces and Buildings and by Famous Faces 

only

Contrast Area (BA) x y x Z

FF-NFF + FB-NFB LeftMTG (21) ^64 Ô 4 6  V T

FF-NFF > FB-NFB Right MTG (21) 62 -2 -14 3.2*

* P <0.001 uncorrected
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Figure VI.5 Areas Activated more for Famous than for Non-Famous Stimuli, and 

Parameter Estimates at -64, 0, -16 in both Experiments
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Non-famous versus famous stimuli

No significant effect was found for non-famous versus famous stimuli.

IILb.iii. Areas Specific to Famous Faces or Famous Buildings

A small region in the right anterior middle temporal gyrus (BA 21) showed a 

significant interaction (P<0.001 uncorrected) (Table VI.2). In this area there was a 

small effect of FF-NFF (Z=2.7; P<0.01 uncorrected) but no effect of FB-NFB 

(P>0.1). Figure V1.6 illustrates that in this region there was also a small effect of FF 

versus NFF in Experiment 1 (Z= 2.4; p<0.005) and the conjunction of FF-NFF in 

Experiment 1 and 4 raised the joint significance of this effect to P<0.001 uncorrected 

(Z=3.2).
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Figure VI.6 Areas Specific to Famous Faces, and Parameter Estimates at 62, -2, -14 

in both Experiments
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IV. DISCUSSION

In Experiment 4, brain responses to famous and non-famous faces and buildings were 

investigated in order to determine whether: i) the fusiform and the

parahippocampal/lingual regions, that have previously been associated with 

processing of unfamiliar faces and buildings, would respond differently to famous and 

non-famous stimuli, when the cognitive task was kept constant; and ii) the left and 

right anterior temporal region, previously associated with famous face naming (see 

Experiment 3), would be commonly or differentially responsive to another category of 

unique items, famous buildings.

The results showed category-specific effects in the right fusiform and bilateral 

parahippocampal/lingual gyri for faces and buildings respectively, but no effect of 

fame. These findings suggest that these regions are involved in the pre-semantic 

perceptual stages of face and building processing.

In contrast, the left anterior middle temporal gyrus showed an effect of fame for both 

faces and buildings, but no effect of category. This result suggests that this semantic 

region is not specifically devoted to processing person-specific information, but is 

instead more involved when retrieving unique semantic and lexical attributes about a 

specific visual stimulus, regardless of its category.

The responses of the right middle temporal gyrus were less clear-cut, with only a 

small effect of fame for faces and no effect for buildings. The issue of the 

latéralisation of the anterior temporal activations will be further discussed in Chapter 

VIII.
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In conclusion, Experiment 4 demonstrated that distinct regions within the ventral 

occipito-temporal cortex are involved in category-specific perceptual processing of 

face and building stimuli. In contrast, the semantic area in the left anterior middle 

temporal gyrus was engaged by both famous faces and famous buildings. However, 

the relative role of this region in semantic and lexical retrieval processes is still 

undetermined. In fact, when normal subjects are exposed to a well known famous 

stimulus identification and naming can occur together automatically. In the next 

Chapter, I will report an attempt to solve this issue by performing a functional 

imaging study of an anomic patient (Experiment 5).
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CHAPTER VII- ON THE FUNCTION OF THE ANTERIOR TEMPORAL 

CORTEX-IDENTIFICATION WITHOUT NAMING: A FUNCTIONAL 

NEUROIMAGING STUDY OF AN ANOMIC PATIENT

I. INTRODUCTION

Converging evidence indicates that the two processes of identifying and retrieving the 

name of a known face are accomplished serially (Bruce and Young, 1986). For 

instance, psychological investigations have demonstrated that, while it is common to 

identify a face without temporarily being able to retrieve its name, the opposite 

situation, remembering a person’s name without remembering whom it is, appears to 

be extremely rare (Brennen et al, 1990; Young et a l, 1985). Similarly, 

neuropsychological patients can either show difficulties on famous face identification 

and naming, i.e. prosopagnosia (Bodamer, 1947; Bomstein, 1963; Damasio, 1985; De 

Renzi et al, 1991; Tranel et al, 1988) and loss of person-specific semantic 

information (Ellis et a l, 1989; Hanley et a l, 1989; Hodges and Graham, 1998) or a 

deficit confined to naming only, i.e. proper name anomia (Aguirre et a l, 1998; Ellis et 

al, 1989; Graham et a l, 1998; Lucchelli and de Renzi, 1992; Lucchelli et a l, 1997; 

Semenza and Zettin, 1988, 1989). Although the dissociation between identification 

and naming seems to be clearly established at a cognitive level, at the anatomical 

level it has been particularly difficult to segregate the two processes and their 

respective neuronal substrates. Lesion-deficit associations are subject to the inevitable 

problem of poor anatomical definition, while functional imaging studies of healthy 

volunteers have not disentangled identification and naming because in normal object 

recognition they occur together automatically. Thus, while the fusiform gyrus (FFA:
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fusiform face area) has been consistently involved in pre-semantic perceptual stages 

of the face recognition process (Kanwisher et al, 1997) (see also Chapters 3 and 6), 

the relative role of the anterior portions of the temporal cortex in identification and/or 

naming of famous people is still a matter of debate. Proper name anomia has been 

associated with various lesion sites in the left hemisphere (Semenza et a l, 1995), 

while the few patients with loss of biographical knowledge from both faces and 

names have suffered from infectious or degenerative diseases that typically involve 

the anterior temporal cortex bilaterally (Hanley et a l, 1989; Hodges and Graham, 

1998).

Previous functional neuroimaging studies have shown left anterior temporal cortex 

responses to be greater for semantic processing of objects and words (Vandenberghe 

et a l, 1996), and for naming famous people but not objects and animals (Damasio et 

a l, 1996). Experiments 1, 2 and 4 have demonstrated that the left middle temporal 

gyrus is activated when matching famous faces, proper names and buildings 

compared to their non-famous counterparts, when same-different judgments are made 

on visually presented pairs of stimuli (Gomo-Tempini et a l, 2000; Gomo-Tempini 

and Price, 2001c; Gomo-Tempini et a l, 1998). These results suggest that the left 

anterior temporal cortex is involved in retrieving specific and unique semantic 

associations about known items. However, the possibility that activation also reflects 

automatic name retrieval cannot be excluded. Experiment 4 attempted to study this 

issue in normal subjects by comparing two cognitive tasks where the demands on the 

lexical retrieval system were different. Subjects had to either retrieve the name or read 

the name printed below pictorial stimuli belonging to five different categories of
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stimuli, comprising famous faces (see Chapter V). Famous faces activated the left 

anterior temporal cortex in both the naming and reading conditions, suggesting that 

this region is more involved in semantic than in lexical retrieval processes. However, 

the involvement of lexical retrieval processes in the reading conditions cannot be 

excluded.

The aim of the Experiment reported in this Chapter (Experiment 5) was to investigate 

whether incidental identification of famous faces and buildings activated the left 

middle temporal gyrus in ZF, a severely anomic patient who nevertheless retained the 

ability to retrieve correct semantic information about the stimuli that he could not 

name. ZF underwent a PET scan while performing a same-different matching task on 

visually presented pairs of pictures depicting famous and non-famous faces and 

buildings. His results were compared with activations obtained from six control 

subjects who performed the same experimental task (see Chapter VI).

Greater activation in the left anterior portion of the middle temporal gyrus for famous 

versus non-famous stimuli in ZF would indicate a role of this region in semantic 

rather than in pure lexical retrieval processes.
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II. CASE REPORT 

Il.a. Clinical History

ZF was a 23 year-old right-handed man bom in Pakistan, who came to the UK aged 3. 

He obtained a University Degree and at the time of illness, was studying to be an 

Optometrist. He was admitted to the National Hospital for Neurology and 

Neurosurgery on the 22/2/2000 with a 4 weeks history of progressive language 

difficulties, headache and more recently somnolence and vomiting. On admission he 

had severe language difficulties and was dyslexic (see below). There was a mild right 

hemiparesis, an impairment of superficial sensation and proprioception on the right. 

MRl showed two large cystic lesions, in the left frontal and left posterior temporo

parietal regions (Figure Vll.l).

Figure VII.1 Axial, Coronal and Sagittal Views of ZF’s Structural MRl scan.
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PET data were obtained on the 24/2/2000. A biopsy of the frontal lesion, performed 

on the 28/2/2000, revealed a malignant primitive neuroectodermal tumor (Grade 4). 

Subsequently he developed progressive drowsiness with papilloedema and died on the 

13/3/2000. A post-mortem study was not performed.

Il.b. Neuropsychological Assessment

ZF exhibited a significant degree of intellectual decline on the shortened version of 

the WAJS-R (Verbal IQ=68; Performance IQ=72). He was impaired on the verbal 

(12/25) and visual (19/25) version of the short recognition memory test (Warrington, 

1996). He was severely dyslexic and dyscalculic. Thus, he was unable to read any 

words on the National Adult Reading Test and he was not able to score on an oral 

Graded difficulty Calculation Test (Jackson and Warrington, 1986). His spontaneous 

speech was fluent and well articulated. Phrase length was normal, however marked 

anomia was observed. On formal testing he scored only 2/30 on the Graded Naming 

Test (Mckenna and Warrington, 1980) and 15/30 on the Oldfield picture naming test 

(Olfield and Wingfield, 1965). However, he could provide specific semantic 

information about the majority of the stimuli that he could not name. Despite his 

severe oral anomia his word comprehension skills were relatively well preserved. His 

performance was in the normal range on a graded synonym judgment on concrete 

words (Warrington et a l, 1998). ZF could also retrieve defining information about 

10/12 famous faces, despite being able to name only 2/12 (Warrington and James, 

1967). His visuo-perceptual skills were normal; he obtained good scores on the 

Unusual Views Test (Warrington and James, 1986) and on the unfamiliar face- 

matching test (Cipolotti et a l, 1999).
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To summarise, ZF’s neuropsychological assessment showed:

i) absence of pre-semantic perceptual deficit;

ii) preserved ability to retrieve semantic information about visual stimuli and

iii) severe anomia for both objects and famous faces.
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III. METHODS

ZF and 6 healthy, right handed, education and age-matched, native English speaking 

control subjects participated in the study (age range: 19-25; mean education: 14 

years). ZF and the control subjects gave informed consent and the study was approved 

by the local hospital ethics committee. The six normal controls were part of the group 

of nine subjects who took part in Experiment 4 (Chapter VI).

Each subject underwent 12 PET relative perfusion scans while deciding whether two 

visual stimuli, displayed simultaneously as pairs in the centre of a computer screen, 

were same or different. While the task was constant, the stimuli could be famous or 

non-famous faces or buildings. Scrambled pictures were used as control, thus creating 

six different conditions each repeated twice. For details of the face stimuli and general 

procedure see Chapter VI. The pairs were presented at a rate of 1 every 5 seconds, 

with 1 second of inter-stimulus interval, so that ten pairs were seen in each scan. The 

response was a key-press response: right button for same and left button for different 

pairs. ZF performed exactly the same task as the control group but used the left hand 

(motor responses were controlled over conditions). Reaction times (RTs) and 

accuracy were recorded.

After the PET scanning session, the famous stimuli were shown again and subjects 

were asked to name them. When name retrieval was unsuccessful, ZF was asked to 

provide defining information about it, such as profession for the faces and country of 

origin for the buildings. When this was unsuccessful, he was asked to make a 

familiarity judgement.
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Data were analysed with SPM99 software using standardised procedures (Friston et al, 

1995a). The smoothing kernel applied was a 3D gaussian filter of 16mm. Each subject 

was modelled separately using a “multisubject: condition and covariates” model.

A conjunction analysis of the main effect of fame (famous versus non-famous faces 

and buildings) in ZF with the same contrast in the control group was performed. The 

conjunction was inclusively masked at P<0.01 with the same contrasts. When 

considering the whole hrain, a level of significance of P< 0.05 corrected for multiple 

comparisons for the entire brain volume was accepted. However, when investigating 

the left anterior temporal cortex region of interest, a small volume correction on a 

30mm radius sphere cantered at the peak activation of the contrast famous versus non- 

famous stimuli in Experiment 1 (coordinates of-54,-8,-26) was performed.
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IV. RESULTS

IV.a. Behavioural Data

Both ZF and the control group performed the task making less than 3 errors. ZF’s RTs 

were within 2 standard deviations of the mean of the group of control subjects for all 

conditions.

On average normal subjects could name 26/28 faces and 24/28 buildings. In contrast, 

ZF named 6/28 faces and 5/28 buildings. However, he could provide uniquely 

defining biographical information about 26/28 faces and 22/28 buildings. For 

instance, when presented with a picture of Princess Margaret he was unable to recall 

her name but he said “she is the sister of the Queen”. In the familiarity decision on the 

2 faces and 6 buildings he could not identify, he recognised as familiar 1/2 faces and 

5/6 buildings.

IV.b. Activation Results

The tumour caused a considerable amount of distortion in ZF’s brain and did not 

allow a satisfactory normalisation of the parietal-occipital cortices and of the 

cerebellum. However, the lateral anterior temporal cortex was not involved in the 

pathological process. Therefore, after normalisation, the region of interest in the 

anterior temporal cortex corresponded to the same area in the normal control group 

(Figure VII. 1; Table VII. 1). This activation comprised the left middle temporal gyrus 

(BA 21) and the temporal pole (BA 38). The conjunction analysis reached a corrected 

level of significance in the region of interest (see method section). In the whole brain 

analysis no other area reached a significant level of activation. However, the
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precuneus activation (see Table VII. 1) is reported, since it has been previously found 

for famous versus non-famous faces (see Experiment 1).

Table VII.l Conjunction and Simple Main Effects of Famous versus Non-famous 

Stimuli in ZF and in the Control Group

Area (BA) Conjunction ZF Controls

Left anterior -62, -8, -20 (44) -66, -4,-14 (32) -66, -2, -20 (TÎT
temporal -64,-14,-20 (4.0) -66, -6,-18 (3.0) -66,-14,-18 (3.2)
(21/38)

-42,10,-40 (4.0) -40,-10,-44 (3.6) -50,-18, -40 (3.4)

Precuneus (31) 8,-60,20 (4.4) 12,-60,22 (3.0) -10,-58,24 (3.2)
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Figure VII.l Coronal, Axial and Sagittal Views of the Normalised Patient’s 

Structural MRl image (right column) and of the Montreal Neurological Institute 

Standard Brain (left column). The superimposed activation indicates the locus of the 

left anterior temporal cortex that was activated in the contrast famous versus non- 

famous stimuli in both ZF and the control group.

Normal brain Patient’s brain

Coronal

Sagittal
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V. DISCUSSION

To date, neuropsychological and functional neuroimaging studies of normal subjects 

have been unable to determine whether the left anterior temporal cortex is necessary 

for semantic or lexical retrieval or both. The present study combined the two 

methodologies by performing a PET scan on an anomic patient who retained the 

ability to identify most of the stimuli he could not name. The neural correlates of a 

pathological dissociation between two processes (identification and naming) that are 

normally highly automatic were therefore investigated, allowing to specify the 

function of the brain region (left anterior temporal cortex) that in normal subjects 

would respond to both. This represents a new approach to the utilisation of functional 

neuroimaging techniques in neuropsychological patients.

A severely anomic patient, like the control subjects, activated the left anterior 

temporal cortex in response to famous relative to non-famous stimuli. This finding 

indicates that successftil name retrieval is not necessary to elicit its activation. Normal 

activation in the left anterior temporal cortex in ZF suggests that this region is 

predominantly involved in retrieving appropriate semantic information about known 

items.

Using this approach of combining neuropsychology and neuroimaging, future studies 

should further elucidate the role of the anterior temporal cortex and of other brain 

regions.
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CHAPTER VIII- OVERALL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

I. AIM OF THE THESIS

The five experiments presented in this thesis aimed at investigating the neural basis of 

famous face and proper name processing. While considerable evidence has already 

been collected regarding the brain regions involved in the perceptual stages of face 

processing, the neural substrates of retrieving semantic and lexical in response to a 

famous face are not yet established. Furthermore, no functional neuroimaging 

experiment has previously investigated the functional anatomy of proper name 

processing. Therefore, the overall aims of the thesis were to identify: i) the network of 

brain regions involved in famous face and proper name processing; ii) the effects of 

fame on brain activations; and iii) the neural substrates of person-specific semantic 

and lexical processing and their eventual category specificity.

Experiment 1 (Chapter III) identified the network of regions involved in face and 

proper name processing by comparing famous and non-famous faces and proper 

names to low level baseline conditions. Experiment 2 (Chapter IV) utilised the same 

experimental task to investigate brain activations in response to people’s proper 

names and common names of objects. Experiment 3 (Chapter V) compared pictures 

of famous faces with five other categories of object during two cognitive tasks that 

placed differential demands on lexical processing. Experiment 4 (Chapter VI) 

investigated the issue of category specificity further by contrasting pictures of famous 

and non-famous faces and buildings. Finally, Experiment 5 (Chapter VII) combined
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neuropsychology and functional neuroimaging in the attempt to dissociate person- 

specific semantics from lexical retrieval processes.

The results of these experiments demonstrated that person specific processing 

involves the fusiform gyrus bilaterally and the neocortex in the left anterior portion of 

the temporal lobes. In the next sections the relative role of these regions in perceptual, 

semantic and lexical aspects of person-specific information processing will be 

discussed.

I first discuss the fusiform (Section II) and then the anterior temporal activations 

(Section III).
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II. FUSIFORM ACTIVATIONS

Il.a. The Issue of Category Specificity at the Perceptual Level

Converging evidence has indicated that unfamiliar faces evoke activation in the 

fusiform gyri bilaterally, but mainly on the right (Clark et a l, 1996; George et al, 

1999; Grady, 1996; Haxby et a l, 1994; Kanwisher et a l, 1997). As discussed in 

Chapter I, a considerable amount of research has concentrated on investigating the 

eventual specificity of this region to face stimuli and the matter is still debated (for a 

review see (Gauthier, 2000; Haxby et a l, 2000b; Kanwisher, 2000). To summarise, a 

region in the middle portion of the fusiform gyri has repeatedly been shown to 

respond preferentially to face stimuli when compared to a variety of other object 

stimuli, including buildings (Aguirre and D'Esposito, 1997; Ishai et a l, 1999; 

Kanwisher et al, 1997; Kanwisher et a l, 1999; Sergent and Signoret, 1992a). 

However, the response in this area is not absolute. It has also been shown to respond 

to animals (Chao et a l, 1999b), animals faces (Maguire et a l, 2001) and other 

categories of objects, such as birds and cars, which necessitate a detailed within 

category visual discrimination, especially when subjects are experts (Gauthier et a l, 

2000; Gauthier et a l, 1999). In keeping with these findings. Experiment 3 (Chapter 

V) showed comparable fusiform responses for faces and animals.

Taken together, this evidence seems to suggest that the fusiform gyri are involved in 

perceptual processing of objects that need finer and detailed perceptud processing to 

be discriminated from visually similar neighbours. This more often occurs when 

objects need within category recognition, as in the cases of faces, cars and birds. 

However, buildings represent another category of object that also requires within 

category visual discrimination, yet buildings activate a distinct and more medial area
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in the ventral visual association cortex (the parahippocampal/lingual gyri), even when 

compared to faces (Aguirre and D'Esposito, 1997; Epstein et a l, 1999; Epstein and 

Kanwisher, 1998; Maguire et al, 2001). The results of Experiment 4 confirmed the 

differential response of the fusiform and parahippocampal/lingual gyri by showing a 

preferential response to faces in a region in the right fusiform gyrus, and an almost 

exclusive response to buildings in the bilateral parahippocampal/lingual areas. 

Therefore, within category perceptual discrimination is not the only process that 

determines preferential activation of the fusiform gyrus.

Il.b. The Effect of Fame

To understand the role of the fusiform gyrus in face processing it is necessary to 

consider its role in visual recognition in general, and in processing known stimuli. 

The previous studies, that found a differential effect of fame in the fusiform gyrus, did 

not control for task (Sergent and Signoret, 1992a), or used passive viewing (Henson et 

a l , 2000), or familiarity decision (Leveroni et a l , 2000) paradigms, where it is likely 

that subjects will be more engaged in the task when the stimuli were familiar. Indeed, 

it has been clearly established that the fusiform area responsive to faces is modulated 

by attentional demands (Wojciulik et al, 1998). The results of Experiment 1 (Chapter 

111) and Experiment 4 (Chapter VI) demonstrated that, when cognitive task and 

attentional load were controlled (no difference in reaction times between conditions), 

the fusiform activations were unaffected by fame, being the same for famous and non- 

famous faces (Gomo-Tempini and Price, 2001c; Gomo-Tempini et a l, 1998). 

Furthermore, Experiment 4 also demonstrated that the parahippocampal/lingual
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region, which responded exclusively to buildings, was not modulated by fame, and 

was equally activated by famous and non-famous buildings.

Taken together, the results of the research presented in this thesis are consistent with a 

pre-semantic perceptual role for the fusiform gyri in processing faces. Although the 

identification of the specific mechanism responsible for these activations is beyond 

the scope of the studies, the role of the fusiform face-responsive region in the 

perceptual stage of the face recognition process is consistent with lesion studies. In 

fact, temporo-occipital lesions, comprising the fusiform gyrus, usually cause the 

“apperceptive” type of prosopagnosia, where the defective recognition of familiar 

faces is also accompanied by defective processing of unfamiliar faces (De Renzi et 

al, 1991). On the other hand, more anterior lesions, extending anteriorly into the 

temporal lobes, are more likely to cause the “associative” type of prosopagnosia, 

where the deficit seems to be selective for familiar faces (Gentileschi et a l, 1999) and 

can also progress to a loss of person-specific semantics (Evans et a l, 1995; 

Gentileschi et a l, 1999; Kitchener and Hodges, 1999).

A similar argument could apply for the parahippocampal/lingual region, which was 

found to be equally activated by famous and non-famous buildings (Chapter VI). This 

area and the surrounding fusiform/lingual regions have previously been shovm to 

respond preferentially to stimuli that depict spatial and topographical information 

about the environment such as rooms, buildings, houses, scenes and landscapes 

(Aguirre and D'Esposito, 1997; Epstein et a l, 1999; Epstein and Kanwisher, 1998; 

Maguire et al, 2001). The results of Experiment 4 (Chapter VI) support the 

hypothesis that within this region, the more posterior lingual focus is most responsive
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to single buildings (Haxby et al., 2000b). The fact that the parahippocampal/lingual 

area did not respond differently to famous and non-famous buildings supports a pre- 

semantic perceptual role in the analysis of building stimuli.

In summary, the results showed that the fusiform and parahippocampal/ lingual 

regions are involved in pre-semantic, category-specific processing of face and 

building stimuli respectively. These processes could then be followed by further 

analysis in more anterior temporal regions, depending on the task required. For 

instance, in the right hippocampus for active space navigation (Maguire et al, 1998) 

and anterior temporal neocortex for retrieval of semantic information (Vandenberghe 

eta l,  1996).

In the next section the role of the anterior temporal neocortex in processing person- 

specific information will be discussed.
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III. ANTERIOR TEMPORAL ACTIVATIONS

All the Experiments presented in this thesis indicated a role of the left anterior portion 

of the middle temporal gyrus in retrieving person-specific semantic information. In 

the next sections, I discuss these findings with particular emphasis on three important 

issues: i) the role of this region in semantic and/or lexical process; ii) its specificity 

for known people; and iii) its latéralisation to the left hemisphere.

Because these issues are intimately related to each other, they will be discussed in the 

same section.

Many previous functional neuroimaging studies have demonstrated that activation in 

the left antero-lateral portions of the middle and inferior temporal gyri (BA 21/20), 

increases with the demands on semantic processing, particularly when specific 

information must be retrieved. For instance, when subjects categorise objects as 

living or non-living (Devlin et al, 2000) and match words according to specific 

semantic features (Mummery et al, 1998) or associations (Vandenberghe et al, 

1996). Experiments 1 and 2 (Chapters III and IV) showed that the left anterior middle 

temporal gyrus is also activated for famous faces and proper names during matching 

tasks (Gomo-Tempini et al, 1998). Furthermore, the findings from Experiment 3 

(Chapter V) showed greater activation of this region for naming famous faces than for 

naming five other categories of objects (Damasio et al, 1996; Gomo-Tempini et al, 

2000). In contrast, object naming and matching are usually associated 'with activation 

in more posterior regions of the left inferior or middle temporal cortex (Damasio et 

al, 1996; Martin et al, 1996; Perani et al, 1995).
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Taken together, these findings indicate preferential responses in the left anterior 

middle temporal region when processing person-specific semantic information. 

Experiment 4 (Chapter VI) investigated why the left anterior temporal lobe is more 

active in processing famous faces than objects. One explanation might be that there is 

a discrete region in the left anterior temporal lobe that is specific to person-specific 

semantic or lexical attributes. This would be consistent with patients who have 

anterior temporal lobe damage and loss of person-specific semantics, but not with the 

neuroimaging studies that have shown activation of the anterior middle temporal 

gyrus when retrieving specific semantic features related to objects. A more likely 

explanation is that naming or matching famous faces elicits more activation than 

object naming in areas associated with retrieval of semantic features. This might 

occur because the semantic associations evoked by famous faces are unique, and are 

not shared by other items of the same category. For instance, in order to identify a 

picture of an aspecific dog, or the word ‘dog’, the retrieval of general semantic 

information pertaining to all dogs would be sufficient. On the other hand, the view of 

a specific face or proper name, i.e. Marylin Monroe, would need retrieval of unique 

information pertaining that single individual in order to achieve correct identification. 

This hypothesis was tested by measuring the response to famous buildings which, to 

be correctly identified, also need to evoke specific semantic and lexical associations, 

not shared with other category members. In Experiment 4, the left anterior middle 

temporal gyrus showed equivalent responses to famous faces and famous buildings, 

thereby confirming that matching semantically unique items increases the demands on 

semantic processing, even when subjects are not explicitly required to identify them.
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However, when normal subjects are exposed to a very famous stimulus, identification 

and lexical retrieval occur together automatically. Therefore, the anterior left middle 

temporal gyrus may also play a role in linking semantic and lexical information and 

the possibility that this region is involved in pure lexical retrieval processes cannot be 

excluded (Damasio et al, 1996). Experiment 5 (Chapter VII) combined 

neuropsychology and functional neuroimaging to try to disentangle the two processes 

(Gomo-Tempini et al, 2001a). A severely anomic patient was scanned while 

matching famous faces and buildings that he could identify in terms of semantic 

attributes rather than names. The experimental paradigm was the same as in 

Experiment 4 and the hypothesis was that if the left anterior temporal cortex is 

exclusively involved in lexical retrieval process, the anomic patient, who is not able to 

retrieve the name of the stimuli, should not activate it. On the contrary, the patient 

showed normal activations of the left middle temporal gyms to famous stimuli, 

indicating its involvement in semantic processing.

As reported above, the findings of the experiments reported in this thesis indicate that 

the activation of the anterior temporal cortex in response to famous faces and proper 

names is lateralised to the left hemisphere. However, Experiment 4 (Chapter VI) also 

found a smaller effect of famous faces in the right middle temporal gyms. Indeed, 

neuropsychological cases with person-specific semantic deficits suffered from 

anterior temporal pathologies that are most commonly bilateral in nature, such as 

epilepsy, neurodegenerative diseases and herpes simplex encephalitis. Furthermore, 

patients have been described with mainly left, bilateral or mainly right temporal 

damage (De Renzi et al, 1987; Ellis et al, 1989; Evans et al, 1995; Hanley et al.
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1989; Hodges and Graham, 1998; Kitchener and Hodges, 1999; Kroll et al, 1997), 

again suggesting that person-specific semantic knowledge is distributed bilaterally. 

On the other hand, some authors have suggested that person-specific semantic 

information could be stored in the right anterior temporal lobe (Evans et al, 1995; 

Kitchener and Hodges, 1999). In this view, the left anterior temporal region might 

instead be devoted to pure lexical retrieval process (see also Damasio et al, 1996). 

However, this possibility has not been corroborated by further neuropsychological or 

neuroimaging experimental evidence. In fact, no patient with left anterior temporal 

damage and loss of semantic memory has been shown to have intact person-specific 

semantic information. Furthermore, in most cases of patients with left anterior 

temporal damage and a deficit supposedly confined to proper names retrieval only 

(Damasio et al, 1996; Fukatsu et al, 1999), semantic processing was not extensively 

studied and therefore cannot be considered as spared. A recent case study (Miceli et 

al, 2000) has indeed demonstrated that a patient with a traumatic left anterior 

temporal lesion and marked proper name anomia, also showed an impairment on 

retrieval of person-specific semantic information, when this function was investigated 

in detail. Furthermore, Papagno and Capitani (Papagno and Capitani, 2001) have 

shown that a patient with degenerative disease mainly involving the left anterior 

temporal lobe can progress from having a pure anomia for proper names to a severe 

impairment of person-specific semantic information. Therefore, the currently 

available neuropsychological evidence mainly supports a bilateral representation of 

person-specific semantic information.

Functional neuroimaging findings are consistent with this view. As reported in 

Chapter I, three functional neuroimaging studies have shown bilateral anterior
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temporal (Leveroni et al, 2000; Sergent and Signoret, 1992a) responses to famous 

faces. In others, and in all the studies reported in this thesis, the activations have been 

left lateralised (Gomo-Tempini et al, 2000; Gomo-Tempini et al, 1998; Henson et 

al, 2000). The only reported right lateralised anterior temporal activation was found 

for familiar faces and scenes (Nakamura et al, 2000). In Experiment 4 (Chapter VI) 

famous faces and buildings evoked a strong response in the left middle temporal 

gyms, while a weak response in the right anterior temporal cortex was found for 

famous faces only. It is possible that the differential anterior temporal latéralisation in 

Experiment 4 and in the study by Nakamura et al (2000) is determined by the degree 

of familiarity with the stimuli. The faces and buildings used in Experiment 4 were 

famous and well known to each subject, whereas in the Nakamura et al (2000) study 

the degree of familiarity was not controlled across subject or stimuli. Another 

possibility is that retrieval of semantic information can be achieved by activation of 

either the left or right anterior temporal cortex. This would explain why person- 

specific semantic information is more often seen in patients with bilateral anterior 

temporal damage. Furthermore, subjects could show different degrees of 

latéralisation. Future studies, combining fimctional imaging and lesion studies, are 

therefore required to determine the differential role of the left and right anterior 

temporal lobes.

In conclusion, evidence from the experiments reported in this thesis demonstrated that 

distinct regions within the ventral occipito-temporal cortex are involved in category- 

specific perceptual processing of face and building stimuli. In contrast, a semantic 

region in the left anterior middle temporal gyrus is preferentially involved in 

retrieving semantic information about unique items.
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX A — Stimuli used in Experiment 1 (Chapter III)

Famous faces /names Non famous names

Bob Geldof Arnold Turner

Prince Charles 

Princess Margaret 

Michael Barry more 

The queen 

Woody Allen 

Tina Turner 

Eddie Murphy 

Elvis Presley 

Eric Morecombe 

John Smith 

John Major 

John F Kennedy 

Joan Collins 

Madonna 

Mel Gibson 

Princess Diana 

Bill Clinton 

Noel Edmonds 

Rowan Atkinson

Albert Sanderson 

Jeff Clifford 

Rob Glover 

Gary stock 

Sue Richards 

Cindy Martin 

Merry Prutton 

Tony Morgan 

Sara Randall 

Edie Lancaster 

Joan Peterson 

Jim Conway 

Nick Kesselman 

Mick Jordan 

Neal Smith 

Margaret Russell 

Elisabeth 

Valerie 

Julia Tucker
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Richard Branson Josephine Murfitt

Arnold Schwarzenegger Caroline Nettelton-jones

Albert Einstein Sam Gibbons

Sean Connery George steel

Steve Davis Terry Bannister

Twiggy Kevin Swann

Julia Roberts Terry Harrison

Prince Andrew Michael Gardiner

John Travolta John Kendall

Esther Rantzen Martin Davidson

Margaret Thatcher Bill Edwards

Sara Ferguson Sean McKenzie

Cilia Black Andrew Price

Cliff Richard Mark Sharp

Prince Andrew Edmond Prece

Princess Anne Johnny Moore

Tony Hancock Lucy Tomlinson

Tom Cruise Joanna Pearson

Neal Kinnock Cathy Marlett

Michael Heseltine Liz May

Ronald Reagan Philip Brennan

Queen Mother Esther Hall

Nelson Mandela Robert Garret

Mikhail Gorbachov Tina Hutchinson
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Terry Wogan Heather Fitzpatrick

Paul McCartney Paul Connely

Ringo Starr Bob Davis

Michael Caine Steven White

Marylin Monroe Sandra Webster

Luciano Pavarotti Robin Thomas

Terry Waite John Clark

Tony Blair Camilla Elliot

Gary Lineker Julie Bell

Martina Navratilova Tommy Hopkins

Virginia Bottomley Tom Peterson

Meryl Streep Michael Jones
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APPENDIX B -  Stimuli used in Experiment 2 (Chapter IV)

Double-barelled common names Single common names

Seat belt bottle

mobile phone 

dinner jacket 

remote control 

rearview mirror 

alarm clock 

food processor 

frying pan 

light bulb 

personal computer 

answering machine 

credit card 

football helmet 

compact disc 

record player 

video recorder 

microwave oven 

ironing board 

rubber band 

traffic light 

kitchen table 

cake tin

mirror

camera

button

guitar

balloon

fridge

flute

sweater

envelope

bicycle

anchor

diary

stapler

fork

folder

napkin

engine

knife

pencil

plate

blanket
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picture book pillow

washing machine piano

can opener racket

fire extinguisher wallet

paper towel stereo

wall paper wagon

Famous double and single proper names were taken from the ones used in Exp. 1.
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APPENDIX C -  Stimuli used in Experiment 3 (Chapter V)

Famous faces Animals

Tony Blair horse

William Hague dog

Margaret Thatcher sheep

Princess Anne fox

Terry Wogan pig

Bruce Forsyte deer

George Bush tiger

Bill Clinton lion

Paddy Ashdown donkey

John Major camel

Robin Cook goat

Prince Charles cow

Objects Body parts

cup lips

ball hair

hammer foot

shoe hand

hat leg

key eye

screw toe

knife nose
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watch

pencil

guitar

comb

arm

finger

neck

ear

Maps

Africa

England

Spain

Scotland

France

Germany

Ireland

India

Wales

Italy

America

China

Colours

pink

blue

black

purple

yellow

green

white

gold

grey

silver

orange

red
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Famous faces /names Non famous names

Bob Geldof Arnold Turner

Prince Charles Albert Sanderson

Princess Margaret Jeff Clifford

Michael Barrymore Rob Glover

The Queen Gary Stock

Woody Allen sue Richards

Tina Turner Cindy martin

Eddie Murphy Mary Prutton

Elvis Presley Tony Morgan

Eric Morecombe Sara Randall

John Smith Edie Lancaster

John Major Joan Peterson

John f. Kennedy Jim Conway

Joan Collins Nick Kesselman

Madonna Mick Jordan

Mel Gibson Neal Smith

Princess Diana Margaret Russell

Bill Clinton Elisabeth

Noel Edmonds Valerie

Rowan Atkinson Julia Tucker

Richard Branson Josephine Murfitt

Arnold Schwarzenegger Caroline Nettelton-jones

Albert Einstein Sam Gibbons
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Sean Connery George Steel

Steve Davis Terry Bannister

Twiggy Kevin Swann

Julia Roberts Terry Harrison

Prince Andrew Michael Gardiner

John Travolta John Kendall

Esther Rantzen Martin Davidson

Margaret Thatcher Bill Edwards

Sara Ferguson Sean McKenzie

Cilla black Andrew Price

Cliff Richard Mark Sharp

Prince Andrew Edmond Preece

Princess Anne Johnny Moore

Tony Hancock Lucy Tomlinson

Torn Cruise Joanna Pearson

Neal Kinnock Cathy Marlett

Michael Heseltine Liz May

Ronald Reagan Philip Brennan

Queen Mother Esther Hall

Nelson Mandela Robert Garret

Mikhail Gorbachov Tina Hutchinson

Terry Wogan Heather Fitzpatrick

Paul McCartney Paul Connely

Ringo Starr Bob Davis
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Michael Caine Steven White

Marylin Monroe Sandra Webster

Luciano Pavarotti Robin Thomas

Terry Waite John Clark

Tony Blair Camilla Elliot

Gary Lineker Julie Bell

Martina Navratilova Tommy Hopkins

Virginia Bottomley Tom Peterson

Meryl Streep Michael Jones
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APPENDIX D -  Stimuli used in Experiment 4 (Chapter VI)

Famous faces 

Bob Geldof 

Michael Caine 

Prince Charles 

Tom Cruise 

Princess Margaret 

Queen Elisabeth 

Eddie Murphy 

Elvis Presley 

John Major 

John F.Kennedy 

Joan Collins 

Marilyn Monroe 

Mel Gibson 

Princess Diana 

Bill Clinton

Arnold Sch^svarzenegger 

Albert Einstein 

Sarah Fergusson 

Julia Roberts 

Prince Andrew 

Meryl Streep 

John Travolta

Famous buildin^^s 

Millenium Dome 

Big Ben 

Taj-Mahal

Leaning Tower of Pisa 

The Louvre 

Sidney Opera House 

Buckingham Palace 

Tower of London 

White House 

Eiffel Tower 

Arc de Triumph 

Wellington Arch 

Brooklin Bridge 

Tower Bridge 

Royal Albert Hall 

Kew Gardens 

The Coloseum 

Kensington Palace 

BT Tower

Twin Towers (world trade center) 

Canary Warf s Tower 

Empire State Building
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Margaret Thatcher 

Tony Blair 

Ronal Reagan 

Neal Kinnok 

Gary Lineker 

Twiggy

Westminster Abbey 

San Paul’s Cathedral 

United States’ capitol 

Shakespeare’s Globe Theater 

Battersea Power Station 

Notre Dame


